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GURDON WADSWORTH RUSSELL, M.A., M.D., OF 
THE CLASS OF 1834, THE OLDEST 
LIVING ALUMNUS. 
On the 21st of November, 1887, the Hartford City 
Medical Society at a complimentary dinner gave a Loving Cup 
to Dr. Russell in recognition of the completion of fifty years of 
faithful and efficient service in the medical profession. 
University and collegiate should not fall short of profes-
sional courtesy. 
Fifty years after its bestowal of a Doctorate, by a pecu-
liarly touching and graceful custom, a German University is 
wont to renew the diploma, and to send with it a message of 
appreciation, congratulating the bearer of the title upon his 
long and happy and honored life. Thus George Bancroft 
received the congratulations of the University of Gottingen 
and Philip Schaff those of the University of Berlin. Had a 
like custom been in vogue among us, six years ago Dr. Russell 
would have received from the Corporation of Trinity College a 
renewal upon vellum of the doubtless now worn and faded 
Bachelor's diploma of so long ago, and an epistle couched in 
choicest Ciceronian phrase, expressing the joy of the Alma 
Mater in a career of private virtues and public service as 
honorable to mother as to son. 
To-day he possesses the distin.ction, sad alike to him and 
to us, of being the oldest living alumnus of the College. The 
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one hundred and five graduates of the seven classes that pre-
ceded his own have passed away. Of his own class of thirteen 
members he is the only survivor. Of the three lower classes, 
when the class of I 834 were seniors, all have passed to their 
rest. 
At this Commencement time, when the representatives of 
sixty-two classes gather to voice the joy with which the 
College with new strength enters upon the new century, all will 
join in homage to the Nestor of them all, praying that he may 
long be spared to illustrate among them the glory of happy 
and honored old age. 
The interest of so long a life is twofold, founded both in 
what it has witnessed and in what it has achieved. On the 
evenings of May 8th and gth Dr. Russell was kind enough to 
give for the Bulletin some reminiscences of his career. 
Dr. Russell said, " I was born in Hartford, April IO, I 8 I 5. 
About a month ago I accordingly passed my 85th birthday." 
In April, I 8 I 5, the world was waiting breathless for the 
decision of the I 8th of June, the day of Waterloo. 
It was in Madison's second term. The political rancors 
due to the Hartford Convention, which had met on the I sth 
of December, were subsiding as the result of the Treaty of 
Ghent, signed on the 24th of December. Jackson shone with 
all the glory of the battle of New Orleans, fought on the 8th 
of January. The eighteenth state admitted to the Union was 
Louisiana in I8I2. It was only twelve years since the Terri-
tory with over one million of square miles and the full posses-
sion of the Mississippi had been purchased from France for 
five millions less than the sum paid for the Philippines. It 
was eight years since Robert Fulton's Clermont had made the 
voyage from New York to Albany. In the year before George 
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Stephenson had invented the first locomotive. It was ten 
years before the first railway was opened in England. It was 
eleven years before the opening of the first railway in the 
United States, that from Quincy, Mass., to tide water to carry 
stone for the Bunker Hill monument. 
In Connecticut the "Tolerationists" were uniting for the 
last great struggle against the Colonial Charter now hemming 
the free thought and larger life of the young state. Three 
years later the movement was to triumph in the adoption in 
1818 of the present State Constitution with its abolition of 
slavery and a State Church. 
The impulse was to be fruitful in the larger liberty that 
allowed in 1823 the chartering of Washington, now Trinity 
College. 
Such was in general t:he situation of world and country 
and state, as the young parents watched the cradle of their 
child, or showed him, as he learned to walk, the long lines of 
"prairie-schooners" on the Albany road, going west to the 
settlement of the valleys of the Mohawk and the Genesee, the 
many sloops engaged in the West India trade, the white-
winged barges that covered the upper Connecticut, and the 
stages of the famous Goodwin line coming in and going out 
with prancing steeds and blowing horns. 
"I still usually enjoy good health. I have seen some 
trouble, but also considerable happiness." Thus Dr. Russell 
modestly summed up the good fortune of a rarely successful 
life and gave expression to the serenity and sweetness of dis-
position that have been among his most endearing charac-
teristics. 
"My father was John Russell, a printer, born in Litcl:t-
field, Conn., in 1790. His ancestors lived in Wethersfield, and 
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were descendants of the Rev. Noadiah Russell, who was cele-
brated as a minister and was one of the founders of Yale Col-
lege. William Russell, the father of the Rev. Noadiah Russell, 
was one of the early settlers in New Haven. My paternal 
grandfather, John Russell, was a soldier in the Revolutionary 
army and served at Boston, on Long Island, and at White 
Plains. My father, the printer, came to Hartford in I 812 and 
published the Hartford Times. He was a firm Democrat and 
I naturally fell into his way of thinking." 
"My mother was Martha Wadsworth, daughter of Gurdon 
Wadsworth, a lineal descendant of William Wadsworth, one of 
the first settlers of Hartford, who came with Thomas Hooker." 
"I lived in Up Neck in the locality lately occupied by A. 
E. Burr in Windsor Avenue. My grandfather being a farmer, 
I was naturally employed in light farm work, which I always 
remember with extreme pleasure. I have given an account of 
this and of the region known as 'Up Neck' in a pamphlet 
published eight or ten years ago." 
This pamphlet, "Up Neck in I825,'' published for pri-
vate circulation in I 890, was the outgrowth of a request from 
the late A. E. Burr, a life long friend of Dr. Russell, that the 
Doctor should give him for the Times a map of the road from 
the present Tunnel to the Windsor Line, with the location and 
names of the dwellers there in I 82 5, together with a few pages 
of manuscript. The inquiries incident to the undertaking led 
ultimately to a pamphlet of I45 pages, which is most valuable 
as local history, and as valuable in illustrating the character 
and spirit of its author. 
"Up Neck in 182 5 " gives an interesting account of 
Martha Wadsworth, her father Gurdon, and his father Samuel. 
It is in substance as follows, pp. 39, ff.: 
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"His father, (Gurdon Wadsworth's), Samuel Wadsworth, 
resided on Main Street near the north corner of the present 
Asylum Street, was a farmer, sea-captain, and for some time 
also kept a tavern there. I suppose his son resided there after 
his father's death in I 798, and until he bought the place where 
he lived at the time of his death in I 826. A few years of my 
early boyhood were passed there, and are remembered even 
now with exceeding pleasure. 
" Many of the old habits and feel ings still remained. It is 
hardly possible for the present generation to understand how 
primitive they were. Not a few of the people had traditions 
which extended backward for many years. 
"My grandfather was born in I 7 48; his father Samuel in 
I 7 I 6; his father Jonathan in I 686; and his father Joseph, son 
of the first settler, in I648. Now, as Joseph died in I730, my 
greatgrandfather must have known and talked with him, being 
then fourteen years of age. So that it was almost as if the 
very early history of the colony, with its troubles and hard-
ships, its traditions and peculiarities, its remembrances of 
families, its stories about Indians, always ' great Indians, six 
feet or more in height,' its firm belief in ghosts and witches, in 
signs and superstitions of various kinds, were then presented to 
us living in Hartford in 1825. The belief in the marvelous, 
and the things unknown but suspected, has come down to us 
through hundreds of generations, with a strength too great to 
be put aside by many even of our own time. A full share of 
it fell to me from Rufus Watrous, our hired man. Such stories 
as he told me about witches, Indians who were cruel, 'pain-
ters,'* who were ferocious, hobgoblins and 'jack o' lanterns,' 
were enough to frighten any little boy, to say nothing of some 
of larger growth. 'And what is a jack o' lantern, Rufus?' 'It 
*Panthers. 
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is a witch with a light, which will hurt you ; don't ever follow 
it, Gurdon, it will always get you in trouble.' 'Did you ever 
see one, Rufus?' 'Yes, once, it came across the road, just 
above Jerry Graves's, and went down east into the swamp. I 
watched it.' ' Why didn't you follow it, Rufus?' 'Because it 
would have led me into the mud and water, and into the river, 
and I should have been drowned.' His perfect faith in other 
like superstitions was equally strong. 
"The old kitchen was long to be remembered, with its 
monster fire-place and enormous logs, so large sometimes that 
they were rolled in with 'handspikes'; its old ' settle,' with its 
box under the seat filled with odds and ends and curiosities 
wonderful for the investigation of a boy; its old furniture, 
which would make some women happy now, and perhaps a 
few men; and strings of dried pumpkin, and apples, and 
sausages after hog-killing time. It is a homely picture, but 
it was a home of enjoyment and contentment which many might 
wish for now. On special occasions, a compound of home-
brewed beer, and nutmeg, and sugar, and probably rum from 
the West Indies', was made, and rendered more palatable by 
the use of a flip iron; if this was not handy, the end of a fire dog 
was equally efficient, and always ready for use. In the long 
winter nights, before it was time for me to be put to bed, the 
settle being drawn before the door to keep off the draught, and 
the fire burning brightly, I listened wonderingly, seated on 
grandfather's knee, to story after story, about early times and 
the Revolution, and bears and wolves, and whatever would 
occur to him that would interest the infant mind. One was no 
sooner ended than he was entreated to ' tell another,' and so it 
went on, until he became tired, or I was called away. 
" My grandfather was one of the early Methodists of the 
town, and had been ' converted ' under Maffit, who was a noted 
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preacher and revivalist of his time, and who was often at the 
house with presiding elder, circuit riders, and other preachers. 
There is no reason to suppose but that he continued in the 
faith, though some expressions might occasionally drop out 
which indicated earlier habits. But, good man, he meant no 
harm, and will be judged by the intents of his heart. 
" The Methodists held their meetings for some time in the 
old State House, which had been removed to Church Street. 
They built a meeting-house on the corner of Trumbull and 
Chapel Streets, in I 820, and moved into it before it was com-
pleted. It was of the plainest construction, but was as dear to 
their hearts as the houses of religious worship were to our first 
settlers. They were poor in purse, but rich in spiritual de-
votion. Each one contributed of his little means, and so the 
building went on, brick by brick, and timber by timber, they 
rejoicing as did the Jews at the rebuilding of their temple. 
The picture comes before me now as a reality; the two doors 
on the east end, the pulpit between them on the inside, the 
floor rising gradually to the west, the long slips, and all the 
woodwork unpainted, the shavings of the carpenters even as 
they left them, hanging from the unfinished gallery, the walls 
unplastered, and the whole house open to the roof, with its 
rough rafters, its timbers and braces, all exposed to view. 
This particular stick was pointed out to me as having been 
given by Strong Mather; that large one, of oak, by my 
grandfather; and so on over the whole building. They were 
the joyful contribution of humble and devout men, and we 
boys took pride in the contributions of our families. 
"For a time the men were seated on one side and the 
women on the other. The dress of all was plain; it was a 
religious duty to put off all gay apparel; the bright .colors were 
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discarded and the sombre black or dull gray was worn as only 
consonant with their Christian profession. Some of the men 
wore shad-bellied coats, without collars, and many of the 
women wore bonnets which concealed the face and were like 
those of Quakers. 
" The ' Camp Meetings ' were recruited largely from this 
neighborhood: their location is not remembered, though the 
preparation for them, in the way of food and necessary house-
hold articles, is quite distinct in my mind. Chauncey Burr's 
large two-horse wagon was loaded with beds and bed furniture, 
culinary utensils, and whatever else was necessary for comfort 
and support for a week or ten days. It was as if families were 
removing to the Genesee country, or to the Western Reserve, 
and was regarded not .merely as a holiday excursion, but as a 
religious duty; though as near as can be remembered, when 
the youngsters talked about it some time beforehand, it was 
associated with 'Election,' ' Fourth of July,' anC. 'General 
Training.' This latter term brings vividly to mind the great 
'Training' in West Hartford, in 1824. We went, that is, 
grandfather and myself, in his ox-cart, and though the sham-
battle was a terrific sight, yet the way homeward was almost as 
interesting as any part of that wonderful day. Before sundown 
the review was over and crowds filled the road, hilarious, 
shouting, and driving their horses at full speed. ' Get out of 
the way, old fellow, get out of the way! ' they cried, as they 
came up racing; 'give us the road'; but G. W. paid no atten-
tion to them, and the oxen plodded on slowly, turning neither 
to the right nor to the left. So finally they were forced nearly 
into the gutter, as they dashed by at full speed. The silence 
and perfect equanimity of that old man showed that he was 
master of the situation; a light buggy was not likely to gain 
much if it came in contact with an ox-cart. 
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"Watches and clocks were not very common, the almanac 
assured us of the rising and setting of the sun; and the 'noon-
mark,' on the sill of the pantry window, was a sufficient guide 
for the middle of the day. These three factors being given, 
the other hours could be adjusted with enough of accuracy; 
there was no need of examining a watch every hour to satisfy 
curiosity, or to see if it kept perfect pace with the bell, at noon. 
"There are certain things which come to mind every little 
while, which are mentioned, not as personalities, but as per-
taining to the domestic manners of the time. Some earned a 
little money by ' sticking' card teeth; this was done mostly by 
women and children, the strips of leather having been pierced 
by machinery, and the teeth bent in proper shape, both sent 
out by Almansor Denslow. Nothing remained except to stick 
the teeth in the holes, which was quickly and easily done, and 
then they were ready for any use in carding which might be 
desired. The long strips of leather and boxes filled with card 
teeth were to be seen in many houses, and this work was useful 
in forming habits of industry and cutting off too many hours 
of idle play. 
"We were well clothed, though not as abundantly as now; 
but what boy would wear shoes' in moderate weather if left to 
his own choice. The subject began to be canvassed early in 
May, and the luxury of ' going barefoot ' was looked to with 
pleasant expectancy. Of course upon Sundays, and when we 
had' company,' we were required to be well shod, but ordina-
rily the shoes were laid aside in warm weather, though with 
some remonstrances from mothers and aunts. Even when a 
heavy frost was on the ground we went in the morning to cut 
pumpkins for the cows, creeping along with half-frozen feet, 
trying in vain to get a little relief from the cold by treading 
upon the sides, instead of planting them down squarely. 
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" The ·culture of flax had not been altogether abandoned; 
the ' brake ' was in the barn, and the ' hetchel ' was in the gar-
ret. Pulling it was hard enough upon the back, but the seed 
was valuable, and the fiber very useful. The little spinning 
wheels were to be found in most houses, and if the thread was 
not woven at home, it was still valuable as material for many 
domestic purposes. Sheep were still raised, I think, for the 
nicely carded rolls were yet to be seen in our house. There are 
some events which fix them£elves so firmly in the mind that 
they are never effaced. My mother was spinning with the great 
wheel; the white rolls of wool lay upon the platform. As they 
were spun upon the spindle, she, turning the wheel with one 
hand, and with extended arm and delicate fingers holding the 
roll in the other, stepping backwards and forwards lightly, till 
it was spun into yarn, formed a picture to me, sitting upon a 
low stool, which can never be forgotten. Her movements were 
every grace, her form was all of beauty to me, 
'who opposite sat, and was watching her dextrous fingers.' 
" The evenings were not all spent in story-telling, or in 
reading. There were no corn-shelling implements then; what 
was not threshed out on the barn floor was shelled by hand. 
That long-handled instrument called ' a slice,' or 'peel,' used 
for removing bread from the oven, was placed upon a half 
bushel. The ears of corn were drawn upward against the flat-
tened and sharpened end. Soon the measure was filled. A 
bushel in a bag, evenly divided, was thrown upon the back of 
a horse and taken to Todd's mill. I waited while it was ground, 
and was somewhat proud when it was taken home. 
"The large bed of coals in the kitchen fire-place was care-
fully covered upon going to bed, and usually was preserved until 
morning. Sometimes, however, they gave out, and then in cer-
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tain families the children were sent around the neighborhood 
to ' borrow fire.' A few coals on a shovel were never grudged, 
for it was a kindly assistance, which everyone might need. 
Matches were not in use, for I have no recollection of them 
until some years afterwards, when father removed into the city. 
The first ever seen by me were from Paris, in long round boxes, 
covered with red paper. The matches themselves were tipped 
with red, into which phosphorus entered as a part, and were 
dipped in a small vial containing an acid, in one end of the 
box. Before these came into use, and when ' borrowing' was 
not resorted to, we used the tinder-box, and I became quite 
expert in making the matches, dipping them in sulphur, mak-
ing the tinder, and supplying the flints. Of a cold morning, in 
mid-winter, with no fire in the house, and when the fingers 
were stiff with cold, this was not always a pleasure, especially 
when by an unfortunate strike with the flint upon the steel, 
the edge of the box was hit, and the tinder sent scattering over 
the hearth. If a boy was ever justified in saying ' darn it,' 
that was the time." 
In "Up Neck in 1825" Dr. Russell has given a charming 
account of the First North District School. He has published 
in the Times an account also of the" Old Stone Jug," that is, 
the Centre District School in Dorr, now Market Street. From 
that he went to the famous Hopkins Grammar School, that in 
his time had E. P. Barrows for principal and F. A. P. Barnard 
for one of its instructors, and was situated on the west side of 
Main Street between Wells Alley and Buckingham Street. He 
was taught for a year at Manchester by the Rev. VanRensselaer 
Osborn, and for some months by the Rev. Oliver Hopson, a 
graduate of Trinity, then Washington College, in its first class 
in 1827. Dr. Russell entered Washington College in 1830 un-
der President Brownell, and graduated in 1834 under President 
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Wheaton, when the college on the Capitol Grounds was half a 
mile out of town, and the Little River ran clear and was shaded 
by primeval trees. In I837 he graduated from the Yale Medi-
cal School. He soon established a large medical practice ex-
tending from Hartford into the neighboring towns and country. 
In I846 he was one of the founders of the City Medical Society. 
In I850 he became Medical Director of the newly founded 
Aetna Life Insurance Co., an office he still holds. This is a 
remarkable term of service. His responsibilities in connection 
with this Company induced him to diminish somewhat his 
general practice, but it continued to be large until his removal 
to his present residence in I 88 5. Then after forty-eight years 
of active medical work he felt justified in retiring. He was 
early connected with the Hartford Hospital and the Retreat 
for the Insane, of both of which Corporations he is now 
President. Besides his relation to the City Medical Society 
he has been active in those of the County and the State. He 
was President of the State Medical Society in I 8 7 I. He was 
Senior Warden of Christ Church, Hartford, from I879 to 
1888. He was a Trustee of Trinity College from I855 to 
1869, acting as Secretary from I856 to I865, besides at vari-
ous times from \855 to I893 serving as Fellow. He has been 
not only a valued adviser and constant well-wisher of the Col-
lege, but also one of its most generous benefactors. He has 
taken a warm interest in the new Hall of Natural History and 
been one of the largest contributors to the fund for its erection. 
He has long been and is one of the Park Commissioners of 
the city. 
In the intervals of his laborious life, he has found rest and 
recreation in the study of nature and of local and professional 
history. The results of his historical studies appear especially 
in "Up Neck in I 82 5 ," (I 890) ; in " Physicians in Hartford in 
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182oand 1837," (1890) ; in" Early Medicine and Early Medi-
ical Men in Connecticut, read at the Centennial Meeting of the 
Connecticut Medical Society at New Haven, May 25, 1892," 
( 1892) ; and in "Contributions to the History of Christ Church, 
Hartford," (1895). Besides these more formal writings, he has 
published in the Times a number of articles on local natural 
history and notes of travel full of grace and charm. 
The photograph reproduced as the Frontispiece, was 
taken in 1895 for "Contributions to the History of Christ 
Church, Hartford." 

An Exact Reproduction of the Prospec-
tus of Washington (since I 845 Trinity) 
College issued in I 824. 
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Wasflington O!loll~g~. 
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(HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT.) 
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THIS Institution will be ready for the reception of Students 
on the 23d of September next. The following officers of 
instruction have been appointed by the Trustees: viz. 
The jRt. Rev. THOMAS C. BROWNELL, D. D. LL. D. 
President. 
The REV. GEORGE W. DOANE, A. M. Professor of Belles Let-
tres, and Oratory. 
FREDERICK HALL, A. M. Professor of Chemistry and Mine-
ralogy. 
HORATIO HICKOK, A. M. Professor of Agriculture, and Po-
litical Economy. ' 
GEORGE SUMNER, M.D. Professor of Botany. 
The REV. HECTOR HUMPHREY, A. M. Tutor. 
A Professor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy, and 
Professors of the Ancient and Modern Languages, will be ap-
pointed as soon as the state of the College shall require it. In 
the mean time, the duties of those departments will be per-
formed by the present Instructors. 
Students may enter for the regular course, or only to pur-
sue such particular studies, as may be suited to their circum-
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stances. Candidates for admission to the regular course must 
sustain an examination on the following studies, as a qualifi-
cation for the Freshman Class: viz. Cresar's Commentaries, 
Cicero's Select Orations, Virgil; the Greek Testament, and 
Grreca Minora; English Grammar, Arithmetic, and Geog-
raphy. Candidates for an advanced standing must sustain a 
further examination on those branches of learning which have 
been pursued by the Class they propose to enter. 
Candidates for the partial course must be qualified to pur-
sue to advantage those studies to which they mean to devote 
their attention. 
The studies of the several Classes in the regular course 
are arranged as follows ;-viz. 
Ist Term. 
2d Term. 
3d Term. 
FRESHMAN CLASS. 
{ 
Livy, (five first Books.)-Translations. 
Roman Antiquities. 
Grreca Majora. (Herodotus, Thucidides, Xenophon's Cyro-
pedia. )-Declamations. 
{ 
Geography reviewed, and the constructing of Maps.-
Com positions. 
Horace begun.-Prosody. 
Grreca Majora, cont. (Lysias, !socrates, Demosthenes. )-
Declamations. 
{ 
Arithmetic reviewed.-Compositions. 
Horace finished.-Writing Latin verse. 
Grreca Majora, cont. (Xen. Memorabilia, Aristotle de 
Poetica, Dionisius, Longinus.)-Declamations. 
SOPHOMORE CLASS. 
Ist Term. Cicero de Oratore.-Declamations. { 
Logic.-Composition. 
2d Term. 
Grreca Majora, cont. (Homer's Odyssey, Apollonius. ) &c. 
{ 
Algebra begun. 
Terence.-Compositions. 
Grreca 1\;iajora finished, (Euipides, Medea, Pin dar. )-Decla-
matwns. 
{ 
Algebra finished.-Declamations. 
3d Term. Plane Geometry. 
Paley's Evidences, and Nat. Theology.-Compositions. 
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JUNIOR CLASS. 
{ 
Plane Trigonometry, Navigation, Surveying, Levelling, &c. 
Ist Term. Blair's Lectures.-Compositions and Declamations. 
Solid Geometry. 
{ 
Spherical Trigonometry, Descriptive Geometry, &c. 
2d Term. Tacitus.-Compositions and Declamations. 
Analytic Geometry, and Conic Sections. 
{ 
Differential and Integral Calculus; or Homer. 
3d Term. Natural Philosophy. 
Moral Philosophy.-Compositions and Declamations. 
SENIOR CLASS. 
{ 
Chemistry. 
1st Term. Natural Philosophy, continued. 
2d Term. 
Elements of Criticism.-Compositions and Declamations. 
J 
Philosophy of the Mind.-Compositions and Declamations. 
Astronomy, and Mathematical Geometry. 
Homer or Greek Testament, with the rules of Criticism 
L applied to the Text and Interpretation. 
{ 
Mineralogy, Geology, and Botany. 
3d Term. Butler's Analogy. 
Vattel's Law of Nations, or Homer, or G. Testamentcontin'd. 
Students of the regular course may apply themselves to 
the study of the French or Spanish Languages, in lieu of such 
of the foregoing studies as the President may think proper to 
dispense with for their accommodation. 
Students of the partial course may be received for such 
length of time as their circumstances may dictate, or as the in-
clination of their Parents or Guardians may require. They may 
apply themselves to any of the studies contained in the regular 
course, with the privilege of attending the Lectures, and to the 
study of the Modern European Languages, and such special 
branches of learning as the Faculty may from time to time pre-
scribe. They may also be prepared to join any of the higher 
classes in the regular course. Such students of the partial course 
as pursue their studies, for a period of not less than two years, 
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to the satisfaction of the Faculty, will, on leaving the Institution, 
receive an English Diploma, as a testimonial of their good 
conduct and proficiency in learning. Students of the partial 
course may, however, continue for a longer period, and may 
apply themselves, to such studies as accord with the bent of 
their genius, or relate more especially to the pursuits to which 
they intend to devote themselves, to any extent that may be 
desired; and if, in the end, the amount of their attainments 
shall be judged by the Facuhy to be equal to the knowledge 
acquired in the regular course, they may be candidates for the 
Degrees in the Arts, which are conferred on the students of that 
course. 
Lectures will be delivered, by the professors, on Ancient 
Literature and Belles Lettres; on Natural Philosophy and 
Astronomy; on Chemistry and Mineralogy; on Agriculture 
and Political Economy; and on Botany. 
It is intended to give to the course of education as much 
of a practical character as possible. The pupils will be made 
acquainted with the use of instruments, and will be exercised in 
the fields, in actual surveying, mensuration of heights and dis-
tances, levelling, &c., in taking astronomical observations, and 
in all the operations of the Topographical Engineer. These ex-
ercises, it is thought, will be conducive to health, while at the 
same time they will impart to the student a greater interest in the 
sciences by making him to understand their use and applica-
tion. The pupils will also make frequent excursions with the 
Professors of Mineralogy and Botany. 
An Agricultural establishment will be connected with the 
Institution, and the stude.nts will have an opportunity of be-
coming acquainted with this primary art of life, by a course of 
lectures, illustrated by the practical operations o~ farming and 
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gardening. Military exercises will also be embraced in the 
system, as a healthful occupation for some of the hours usually 
devoted to recreation. 
To prevent dissipation and extravagance, it is required 
that no money shall be placed in the hands of students by their 
parents or guardians. The funds designed for their use are to 
be lodged in the hands of the College Bursar, who will apply 
them, with a parental discretion, to the payment of their 
necessary expenses, and no other expenses will be allowed. 
As a further preventive to extravagance, and to promote 
a proper esprit du corps and responsibility of character, an 
uniform dress will be prescribed ; and after the first of May 
next, no other dress will be permitted to be worn in the 
College. 
The Commencement will take place on the first Wednes-
day in August, annually; after which there will be a vacation of 
seven weeks. There will be two other vacations of two weeks 
each; the one commencing about the 2oth of December, and 
the other about the 15th of April. 
The College expenses of each student, will be as follows; 
viz :-For Tuition, eleven dollars per Term: for room-rent, 
from three to four dollars per Term, according to the situation 
of the room; for the use of the Library, one dollar per Term; 
for sweeping rooms, ringing the Bell, fuel for recitation rooms, 
printing, and other incidental expenses, two dollars per Term. 
The whole to be paid in advance, at the beginning of each 
Term. 
The College edifices will not be completed before the first 
of May next. In the mean time, the students will be accommo-
dated, at a moderate expense, in such private families as shall 
be approYed by the Faculty. 
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Candidates for the regular course must be at least fifteen 
years of age, and for the partial course, not less than fourteen. 
By the Board of Trustees, 
CHARLES SIGOURNEY, Secretary. 
Hartford, Aug. 10, 1824. 
S. M . D UTTON, PRINT. N. HAVEN. 
AN ACCOUNT OF THE COMMENCEMENT OF 1830 
FROM THE AMERICAN MERCURY, 
HARTFORD, AUG. 9, 1830.* 
WASHINGTON COLLEGE. 
The Commencement of this College was held on Thursday 
last, and seldom have we seen such an assembly of beauty and 
fashion to grace our city. From the immense concourse of 
strangers which were collected here, we should imagine that a 
strong feeling was manifested for the success and welfare of this 
young and flourishing institution. Its claims to the public con-
fidence are certainly great; its distinguished head and its pro-
fessors are learned and able men, and the manly and independ-
ent course of education there pursued, is admirably calculated 
to give a high and lofty tone to the sentiments of the young 
men, and to render them intelligent and powerful supporters of 
our free institutions. We feel proud of this College, for it is an 
honour to our city and to our State-We feel proud of it for, 
unassisted by legislative aid, its course has been in the high dis-
tinguished path of literary glory, and it has moved forward in 
the consciousness of its power and intellectual majesty. 
With regard to the performances on Commencement day 
we were highly delighted, and we are sure that the same feeling 
*The Bulletin is indebted for the following illustration of the newspaper rhetoric 
and exuberant sympathy of 1830 to Mr. T. J. M. Syphax, a student of the College. He 
found it among a number of old papers from the garret of the house of the late William 
R. Cone on Washington St. The spelling and punctation are those of the original. 
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must have pervaded the whole assembly, and left an impression 
honorable to the young men and to the professors. There was 
no display of meritricious ornament-no attempt to clothe pue-
rile thought with tinsel, for the purpose of imposing it on the 
audience as the rich gems of mind-nothing intended merely 
to catch the ear and please for the moment, but the whole 
tenor of their pieces displayed an accurate and refined taste, 
and an elevated and distinguished style of composition. We 
cannot omit noticing, with high admiration, the manner in 
which the pieces were delivered as at once graceful, forcible 
and impressive ; and should we select one who preeminently 
distinguished himself, we are sure that public opinion would 
agree with us in alluding to the talented speaker who advocated 
the abolition of capital punishment. In saying that we were 
pleased with the performances would be but to repeat a common 
opinion; but we were more than pleased with the oration which 
considered "National happiness as not co-existent with national 
glory," and also with the "Dissertation on the Irish character." 
These were compositions of a fine order, and evidently the pro-
ductions of strong minds, refined with a delicate taste, and en-
riched with a sweet fancy. We were very much struck with 
the masterly manner with which the disputation was conducted, 
and while we listened with deep attention to the able arguments 
which were advanced, we were charmed with the pleasing and 
graceful address of the disputants. There is nothing which 
calls forth so easily our loftiest admiration than to see mind 
striving with mind for the mastery, and when the victory is 
achieved we bend with feelings of the noblest kind before the 
shrine of intellectual grandeur. The oration of the Valedicto-
rian, and the oration on the "Dignity of Character," claim also 
our notice as productions of minds enlarged and chastened by 
severe study; and we heard with rapture the utterance of those 
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thoughts which gushed forth from the rich fount of intellect, 
sparkling with the richest gems which flashed forth with the ra-
diance of unceasing light. The oration on " Intellectual vassal-
age," was the powerful effort of a master mind, and such a 
composition as would give dignity and character to any Com-
mencement. The mind of such a man will never know subjec-
tion, for "essentially immortal," it will rise above on wings of fire 
to a world of brighter existencies, where the light of genius beams 
with eternal splendor. The poem was listened to with the ut-
most attention, and deservedly so, for abounding in rich imagery 
and fine thought, it fell upon the ear with a sweet melody like 
the echo of the leaping rivulet, when every wave becomes a 
harp, and the spirit of minstrelsy steals over it in joy and glad-
ness. The oration on the "Duties of the Age," was certainly a 
splendid performance, and its fervid impassioned spirit of soul 
stirring eloquence could not fail to arouse our nobler feelings; 
and when the tide of burning thoughts came over the soul in 
one deep resistless current, we wished, with .the orator, to go 
forward and pull down the strong holds of vice and immorality. 
We cannot close our notice of this Commencement without 
expressing the exalted interest with which we listened to the 
Greek, who denied the right of the Allied Powers to interfere in 
the affairs of Greece. This was a subject into which he poured 
his whole soul, and the kindling eye, the varying countenance, 
and the vehement gesture, brought to our recollection the 
names of those princes of eloquence who held enthralled their 
polished countrymen by the charms of eloquence. 
We must, in conclusion, congratulate the friends of this 
institution on account of the high character which it has 
attained and which this Commencement will greatly enhance. 
Thus far it has gone alone and unassisted, and may it still go 
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on increasing in splendor and fame with each succeeding year, 
adding virtue and character and power to an intelligent com-
munity, and holding out the glorious inheritance of a virtuous 
education to coming generations. 
FORENOON. 
VOLUNTARY ON THE ORGAN. 
MORNING PRAYER. 
I. The Latin Salutary Addrm-by Isaac W. Hallam, of Stonington, 
Conn. 
II. An Oration-"National Glory not an indication of National Hap-
piness"-by James G. Campbell, of Wilmington, N. C. 
III. An Eulogy-Robert Emmett-by EdwardD.Winslow,of Charles-
ton, S.C. 
IV. *An Oratiott-The necessity of a national University-by Thomas 
H. Suckley, of New York. 
MUSIC. 
V. A Dissertation-The Character and condition of the Irish-by 
Abraham Du Bois, of Fishkill, N. Y. 
VI. A Disputation-Ought Capital Punishments to be abolished-by 
James A.Bolles, of Norwich, Conn., and George F.Cooke, of Cornish, N.H. 
VII. *A1J Oration-National Character-by Edward Goodman, of 
Hartford, Conn. 
MUSIC. 
VIII. A Dissertation-The Elements of Social Improvement-by Isaac 
Smith, of Derby, Conn. 
IX. An Eulog11-DeWitt Clinton-by George H . Kissam, of NewYork. 
X. *A Dissertation-Energy of Character-by John D. Russ, of Hart-
ford, Conn. 
XI. The Poem-Belshazzar's Feast-by Augustus F. Lyde, of Wil-
mington, N. C. 
MUSIC. 
XII. An Oration-An Enlightened Public Opinion, the only true 
safeguard of Liberty-by Charles Graham, of New York. 
*Excused from speaking. 
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XIII. T!u P!zilosophical Oration- Experimental Philosophy- by 
George F. Cooke, of Cornish N. H. 
XIV. An Oration-The Political Condition of Greece-by Horace B. 
Barber, of East 'Windsor, Conn. 
AFTERNOON. 
VOLUNTARY ON THE ORGAN. 
I. The Oration on Intdlectttal Scimce-Mental Vassalage-by Caleb S. 
Ives, of Tinmouth, Vt. · 
II. An Oration-Dignity of Character-by Isaac W. Hallam, of Ston-
ington, Conn. 
III. An Oration-The Duties of the Present Age-by James A. Bolles, 
of Norwich, Conn. 
MUSIC. 
IV. An Oration- Prejudices of Education-by Isaac E. Crary, of Hart-
ford, candidate for the Degree of Master of Arts. 
V. An Oratio>z-The Conduct of the Allied Powers towards the Greeks 
-by Gregory Perdicari, of Greece, candidate for the Degree of Master 
of Arts. 
MUSIC. 
DEGREES CONFERRED. 
VI. An Oration-The connexion between the perfection of the Arts, 
and the decline of National Character; with the Valedictory Addresses-
by Augustus F. Lyde, of Wilmington, N.C. 
EVENING PRAYER. 
VOLUNTARY ON THE ORGAN. 
The Degree of Bachelor of Arts was conferred on the following young 
Gentlemen, Alumni of the College:-
Augustus F. Lyde, Caleb S. Ives, Isaac W. Hallam, George F . Cooke, 
Thomas H. Suckley, Edward Goodman, James A. Bolles, James G. Camp-
bell, Charles Graham, Isaac Smith, Abraham Du Bois, John D. Russ, 
Edward D.Winslow, George H. Kissam, John A.Hazard, Oliver E. Strong, 
James 0. K Hull , Horace B. Barber, Charles E. Leverett, Erastus Burr. 

THE ADDRESSES OF SURVIVING RECIPIENTS OF HONOR-
MY DEGREES FROM TRINITY COLLEGE.* 
t843. 
Rev. Heman Dyer, D. D. 2 Bible House, New York, N.Y. 
t845. 
Jonas Stremmel, M.A. Astoria, New York. 
1846. 
Rev. James Aberigh-Mackay, M.A., D. D. 
14 Rue de Tilsitt, Paris, France. 
Rev. William Bestor Corbyn, M.A., D. D., Quincy, Illinois. 
Rev. James R. Foster, M.A. 
George Erving Winslow, M. A., M. D. 
1847. 
Rev. Dudley:chase, M.A., 
3708 Spring Garden St., Philadelphia Pa. 
t848. 
Rev. William White Bronson, M.A., 
727 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
* The degree received from Trinity College is in italics. Those 
whose addresses are not known, are presumed to be living in the absence 
of information to the contrary. 
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t849. 
Samuel Miles Brown, M.A., Fair Haven, Conn. 
Right Rev. Abram Newkirk Littlejohn, M.A., D. D., LL.D. 
Garden City, N. Y. 
t850. 
Rev. John Henry Babcock, M.A., Mitchell, South Dakota. 
Rev. Theodore Babcock, M. A., D. D., 
109 Waverly Avenue, Syracuse, N.Y. 
t85t. 
Right Rev. Thomas March Clark, M.A., D. D., LL.D., 
Providence, R. I. 
t852. 
Prof. Reuel Keith, M.A., 226 A. St., S .E., Washington D. C. 
Rev. George Warner Nichols, M.A., D. D., Norwalk, Conn. 
Rev. Edward Mills Pecke, M.A., Rahway, N.J. 
Rev. James Wiltbank Robins, B. A., D. D., 
Merion Station P. 0. Philadelphia, Pa. 
Frederick Cunningham, M . .A. 
Arthur Pinn, M.A. 
t853. 
Prof. William Augustus Reynolds, B. A., 
t854. 
Charles DeWolf Brownell, M.A., 
Rev. John Townsend, M. A., 
t855. 
Rev. Edward Powers Gray, M. A., 
Ralph L. Tafel, M.A. 
Lycee St. Louis, Paris, France. 
Bristol, R. I. 
Middletown, Conn. 
Box 767, Summit N. J· 
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t856. 
Rev. Prof. Philander Kinney Cady, M. A., D. D., 
The General Theological Seminary, Chelsea Square, New York City. 
Almiron Fitch, M.A., M. D. 
Rev. William George Hawkins, M.A., Wellfleet, Nebraska. 
Rev. Prof. John Steinfort Kedney, M.A., D. D., 
Rev. Prof. Francis Thayer Russell, M. A., D. D., 
Faribault, Minn. 
Waterbury, Conn. 
t857. 
Rev. Charles Melbourne Selleck, M.A., 
t858. ' 
Causten Browne, M.A., 
t859. 
Agrippa Nelson Bell, M.A., M.D., 
Rev. Horace Hills, M.A., 
t860. 
Norwalk, Conn. 
139 Beacon St., Boston, Mass. 
29I Union St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Wabasha, Minn. 
Right Rev. Thomas Frederick Davies, M. A., D. D., LL.D., 
665 Jefferson Avenue, Detroit, Mich. 
Rev. Peter Voorhees Finch, M.A., Greenfield, Mass. 
Prof. Francis Minot, M.A., M.D., 65 Marlborough St., Boston, Mass. 
t86t. 
Rev. Pelham Williams, M. A., D. D., 
Kingsbridge Road and x81st St., New York City. 
t862. 
Rev. Edwin Harwood, D. D., 433 Temple St., New Haven, Conn. 
Rev. Arthur Mason, M.A., 119 E. 57th St., New York City. 
Rev. Thomas Edward Pattison, M.A., "The Albion," Baltimore, Md. 
Rev. Israel Leander Townsend, M.A., D. D., 
607 Decatur St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 
THE ADDRESSES OF SURVIVING RECIPIENTS OF 
l863. 
Rev. George Henry Clark, D.D., I25 Washington St., Hartford, Conn. 
Right Rev. William Croswell Doane, M. A., D. D., LL. D., 
Albany, New York. 
Rev. Francis Goodwin, M.A., I03 Woodland St., Hartford, Conn. 
l864. 
Rev. Silas Miller Rogers, M.A., Ellenburg, N.Y. 
l865. 
Rev. Henry Cleveland, M.A. 
William Pancourt Clyde, M.A., 6 Bowling Green, New York City. 
Right Rev. Leighton Coleman, M.A., D. D., LL.D., 
Wilmington, Del. 
Rev. William Henry Lewis, M.A., D. D., 1898, (see 1898). 
Rev. John Leighton McKim, M. A., Georgetown, Del. 
Rev. George Sturgis Paine, M. A., 
20 Oakley Square, Regent's Park, London, N. W., England. 
l866. 
Rev. Gordon Moses Bradley, M.A., 
Rev. Henry Wells Nelson, M.A., D. D., 
Rev. Storrs Ozias Seymour, M.A., D. D. I897, 
l867. 
Marietta, Georgia. 
Geneva, N.Y. 
Litchfield, Conn. 
Rev. Robert Meech, M. A., 
Rev. Carlos Slafter, M.A., 
Rev. George Tucker, M.A., 
r88 Sandusky St., Allegheny City, Pa. 
Rev. Daniel Coney Weston, D. D., 
l868. 
Rev. Addis Emmet Bishop, M.A., 
Dedham, Mass. 
Hamilton, Bermuda. 
2017 0 St., Washington, D. C. 
Rev. Nathanael Ellsworth Cornwall, M.A., 
Lincoln, Kansas. 
Stratford, Conn. 
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1868. (Continued.) 
Rev. Robert John Coster, M.A., D. D., 
4502 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Rev. Walter Mitchell, M.A., 254 W. rooth St., New York City. 
Rev. Daniel Crane Roberts, M.A., D. D., Concord, N.H. 
William White Wiltbank, M.A., 400 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
1869. 
Hon. Stewart Lyndon Woodford, M.A., LL.D. r87o, 
f870. 
Rev. James Earl Hall, M.A., 
Prof. John Ordronaux, M. D., LL.D., 
Rev. William Curtis Prout, M.A., 
f871. 
18 Wall St., New York. 
Cherry Valley, N.Y. 
Roslyn, N.Y. 
Herkimer, N.Y. 
Fabius Haywood Busbee, M.A., Raleigh, N.C. 
George Rainsford Fairbanks, M.A. 
Rev. Charles Lewis Hutchins, M. A., D. D., Concord, Mass. 
Rev. Herbert Munson Jarvis, M.A., Cheraw, S.C. 
Bankson Taylor Morgan, M.A., 211 W. 14th St., New York City. 
Prof. Hamilton Lanphere Smith, LL. D., Geneva, N. Y. 
J872. 
Rev. John Woodbridge Birchmore, M.A., 
1590 Cambridge St., Cambridge, Mass. 
Thomas Rawdon Fisher, M.A., New Rochelle, N.Y. 
Rev. William James Harris, D. D., Barre, Vt. 
Prof. Caskie Harrison, N. A., 145 Mo'ntague St., BrooJt,Jyn, N.Y. 
Rev. Alonzo Norton Lewis, M.A., Montpelier, Vt. 
Very Rev. Francis Partridge, M.A., D. D., D. C. L., 
The Deanery, Halifax, N. S. 
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f873. 
Charles Collard Adams, M.A., Cromwell, Conn. 
Right Rev. William Hobart Hare, D. D., Sioux Falls, So. Dakota. 
f874. 
Rev. Thaddeus Alexander Snively, M.A., 
"The Plaza," 66o N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill. 
Right Rev. John Franklin Spalding, D. D., 
201 I Lincoln Avenue, Denver, Colorado. 
f875. 
Rev. William Henry Collins, M. A., Brattleboro, Vt. 
Henry Poor Mott, M. A. 
Prof. Andrew Wheeler Phillips, M.A., Ph. D., New Haven, Conn. 
Rev. Jacob Shipley Shipman, D. D., J. C. D., D. C. L., 
213 W. 71st St., New York City. 
1876. 
Rev. John Hargate, M.A., St. Paul's School, Concord, N.H. 
Rev. Robert Hitchcock Paine, M.A., 
816 N. Eutaw St., Baltimore, Md. 
Alfred Cookman Roberts, M.A. 
Prof. Francis Schmid, M.A., 
1877. 
Washington, Pa. 
James Carter Knox, M.A., 
William Crawford Wilson, M. A. 
St. Paul's School, Concord, N.H. 
1878. 
George Washington Egleston, M.A., 
Glen U sk Park, Caerleon, England. 
Right Rev. John Hazen White, M.A., D. D., 
614 Franklin St., Michigan City, Ind. 
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t879. 
Rev. Densmore David Chapin, M.A., Maysville, Ky. 
Rev. Frederick Schiller May, D. D., 6o Cornwall Road, London, Eng. 
Prof. William Moser Rumbaugh, M. A., 
Norwich University, Northfield, Vt. 
Rev. Henry Townsend Scudder, M.A., 
916 Union St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 
John Silas White, LL.D., 49th St. and Madison Ave., New York City. 
t880. 
Josiah Cleveland Cady, M.A., 
Century Building, Union Square, New York City. 
Rev. Henry Thomas, M. A., Smyrna, Del. 
t88t. 
Fairfield, Conn. Rev. Allen Everett Beeman, M.A., 
Rev. William Barnard Coleman, M.A., 
Austin DeWolf, M.A., 
Butterfield House, Utica, N.Y. 
Rev. Charles Edwin Silas Rasey, M.A., 
George Phillips Worcester, M.A., 
t882. 
Charles Sebastian Fischer, M.A., M.D., 
Greel'lfield, Mass. 
Dolgeville, N.Y. 
Dunning, Ill. 
110 W. Iz8th St., New York City. 
Samuel Ward Loper, M.A., Durham, Conn. 
Rev. John Brainard Morgan, D. D., 
I9 Avenue de !'Alma, Paris, France. 
t884. 
Right Rev. Henry Cadman Potter, D. D., LL. D., 
29 Lafayette Place, New York City. 
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J885. 
Rev. Prof. Samuel Hart, D. D.,J. C. D., 1899. 
Rev. Howard Fremont Hill, M.A., Ph. D., D. D., Concord, N.H. 
Rev. Randolph Washington Lowrie, M. A., D. D., Deanwood, D. C. 
Lieut. Charles Adelle Lewis Totten, M.A., New Haven, Conn. 
Joel Williston Wright, M.A., M.D., 53 W. 19th St., New York City. 
J886. 
Rev. Alexander Champline McCabe, M.A., Ph. D., Springfield, Ohio. 
Rev. William Stephen Rainsford, D. D., 
209 E. 16th St., New York City. 
Rev. Beverley Ellison Warner, M.A., D. D., 
2115 Chestnut St., New Orleans, La. 
J887. 
Henry Augustus Adams, M. A. 
Rev. James Watson Bradin, M.A., 6 Park Terrace, Hartford, Conn. 
Ron. George Franklin Edmunds, LL. D., Burlington, Vt. 
George Edward Elwell, M.A., Bloomsburg, Pa. 
Rev. Prof. Lorenzo Sears, M.A., L. H. D. 1892, 
Brown University, Providence, R.I. 
Rev. George Williamsen Smith, D. D., LL.D. 
Ron. Charles Allen Sumner, M.A., 
385 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal. 
Bernard Carter, LL.D., 
Rev. James Dobbin, D. D., 
Rev. Wilson Waters, M.A., 
J888. 
J889. 
Eutaw Place, Baltimore, Md. 
Faribault, Minn. 
Chelmsford, Mass. 
Rev. William Whaley Bellinger, M.A., 
Rev. Hall Harrison, D. D., 
138 Park Ave., Utica, N.Y. 
Ellicott City, Md. 
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1889. (Continued.) 
Right Rev. Boyd Vincent, D. D., 
69 W. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio. 
1890. 
President Seth Low, LL. D., Columbia University, New York City. 
1892. 
Rev. George William Dumbell, D. D., 
Right Rev. Thomas Frank Gailor, D. D., 
Hon. Donald Ticknor Warner, M.A., 
1893. 
Sherbrooke, Quebec. 
Memphis, Tenn. 
Salisbury, Conn. 
Right Rev. John McKim, D. D., Tokyo, Japan. 
Rev. Richard Wilde Micou, M. A., D. D., 
Theological Seminary, ~Fairfax Co., Va. 
Rev. Prof. Henry Sylvester Nash, D. D., 
Episcopal Theological School, Cambridge, Mass. 
1894. 
Right Rev. Arthur Crawshay Alliston Hall, D. D., 
Hon. Joseph Roswell Hawley, LL.D., 
Hon. Abram Heaton Robertson, M.A., 
Burlington, Vt. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Exchange Building, New Haven, Conn. 
1895. 
Rev. Charles Eckhardt Grammer, D. D., Norfolk, Va. 
Very Rev. Eugene Augustus Hoffman, D. D., LL. D., J. C. D., 
The General Theological Seminary, Chelsea Square, New York City. 
Prof. Francis Philip Nash, L. H. D., Geneva, N.Y. 
President Lyon Gardiner Tyler, LL.D., Williamsburg, Va. 
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t896. 
Rev. William Bayard Hale, .D . .D., LL.D., 
Rev. Prof. Flavel Sweeten Luther, Ph . .D., 
Rev. George Francis Nelson, .D . .D., 
Ardmore, Pa. 
Hartford, Conn. 
29 Lafayette Place, New York City. 
Hon. Horatio Rogers, LL. .D. , Providence, R. I. 
t897. 
Right Rev. Chauncey Bunce Brewster, .D . .D., 
98 Woodland St., Hartford, Conn. 
Charles R. King, LL. .D., Andalusia,Pa. 
t898. 
Rev. Prof. Isbon Thaddeus Beckwith, Ph. D., .D . .D., 
The General Theological Seminary, Chelsea Square, New York City. 
Rev. William Benham, .D . .D., 32 Finsbury Square, Londos, England. 
Rev. Joel Foote Bingham, D. D., L. H . .D., 
484 Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn. 
Rev. William Henry Lewis, M. A . I865, .D . .D., 
I035 Park Ave., Bridgeport, Conn. 
t899. 
Jeremiah Mervin Allen, M.A., 138 Collins St., Hartford, Conn. 
Rev. Prof. Samuel Hart, .D . .D. I88s,J. C . .D. 
Berkeley Divinity School, Middletown, Conn. 
Vice-Chancellor B. Lawton Wiggins, LL. .D., Sewanee, Tenn. 
PROFESSIONS AND OCCUPATIONS OF THE LIVING 
ALUMNI OF TRINITY COLLEGE.* 
The Living Alumni of Trinity College number 8o2. The following are 
their professions and occupations, so far as at present known: 
Agriculture and Cattle-raising, 
Architects, 
Army, 
Artists, 
Assistants and Instructors in Colleges, 
Bankers, 
Bishops, 
Chemists, 
Clergymen (in charge of Parishes), 
Diplomat, 
Engineers (Electrical, Civil, Mechanical and Mining), 
Forestry, 
Graduate Students, . 
Insurance, 
J oumalists, 
Judges of United States Courts, 
Judges of State Courts, 
Lawyers, 
Law Students, ·• 
Librarians, 
Medical Students, 
' Mercantile Pursuit:;, 
Manufacturers, 
NO. 
7 
2 
II 
4 
7 
I3 
6 
7 
225 
I 
9 
2 
IO 
I8 
6 
I 
3 
129 
I4 
2 
II 
43 
41 
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Navy, 
Officials (National and City), 
res1 ents o . . . P "d · f { Colleges, EducatiOnal InstitUtiOns, 
Presidents of Railroads, . 
Principals of secondary schools and academies, 
Professors in Colleges, 
Physicians, 
Publishers, 
Philanthropist (Univ. Settlement Work), 
Teachers in secondary schools, 
Theological Students, 
Unclassified, 
*Tabulated by Mr. W. N. Carlton. 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
20 
59 
2 
I 
28 
22 
4 
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THE HALL OF NATURAL HISTORY. 
On the fourth of September the erection of a Hall of 
Natural History was begun. The building is now completed. 
It has cost $so,ooo. The architect has been William C. Brock-
lesby of the class of 1869. The building occupies a site on the 
southern portion of the Campus, in line with the Jarvis Laborato-
ries. It has a frontage to the north of 122 feet, and a width of 
72 feet, and is three stories high above an ample basement. 
The materials are common brick, molded brick, and sandstone 
for finish. 
In plan the building is a parallelogram, with a central pro-
jection 40 feet wide, flanked by octagonal turrets extending 
through the several stories and finished above the main roof 
line. The principal entrance gives access to a wide staircase 
hall. Directly opposite this entrance is the doorway to the 
Museum. 
The Museum occupies three floors, the two upper ones 
having each an area ot over 4,650 square feet, the first floor be-
ing connected with the second by an iron staircase and a large 
floor-well which forms a feature in the construction of the second 
floor. The whole Museum has a southern exposure, and is 
admirably lighted. 
From the entrance hall a door on the right leads to the 
Biological Laboratory. This is 14 feet high, and 28 feet wide 
by 40 feet long, with north and west light exposure. A smaller 
laboratory for classes in advance work is connected with the 
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main Biological Laboratory. The walls of both these labora-
tories are finished with light brick. A professor's study and 
private laboratory, with an outside entrance, adjoin the two 
laboratories of the students. 
All the laboratories are to be equipped with working tables, 
supply cases, and the most complete modern plumbing. The 
first floor also provides a large, well lighted lecture-room, a 
library, and a room for working collections. 
A main Botanical Laboratory, smaller laboratories for 
private and advanced work, and a special library divide the 
space of the second floor with the Museum, which occupies a 
large portion of this floor. 
The third floor is similarly divided between the Museum 
and a preparation room, and studies for graduate courses in the 
department of Zoology. 
The departments of Geology and Mineralogy find provi-
sion in the spacious basement. There is space for a separate 
entrance on the east. 
The basement also contains an aquarium, a receiving room, 
and a cold storage room, besides a fan room, heating chamber, 
closets, and a large unassigned room. Steam heat is introduced 
from an outside plant. The apparatus for ventilation is of the 
most admirable modern type. The various rooms are provided 
with both gas and electric light. A lift enclosed in a brick 
shaft runs from the basement to the third floor. 
The interior finish of the whole building is of brown ash. 
There is special attention to detail in the Museum. The first 
floor throughout is of mill construction, with heavy hard pine 
timbers, and hard plaster on metal lath is extensively used on 
walls and ceilings. 
z 
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THE TRINITY COLLEGE EXPEDITION TO WINTONt 
NORTH CAROLINA, TO OBSERVE THE 
ECLIPSE OF MAY 28th. 
The expedition sent out by Trinity to observe the recent 
total eclipse of the sun consisted officially of three persons: 
Mr. ·S. L. Tomlinson of the Senior Class, Mr. F. H. Foss of 
the Junior Class, and the Professor in charge of the depart-
ment of Astronomy. They were accompanied, however, by 
two volunteer associates. After considerable correspondence 
it was finaily decided to make the observations at Winton, a 
smaii town on the southwest bank of the Chowan river, in 
North Carolina, and the party arrived at that place on Mon-
day, May 21st. They took with them the three-inch telescope 
given to the College years ago by President Wheaton, to which 
had been clamped a large brass tube carrying a photographer's 
lens of fifty inches focal length. A surveyor's transit was 
taken for use in establishing a meridian and for other less 
important purposes. The principal instrument was established 
on a bluff, forty feet high, overlooking the river, and was pro-
tected from winds on three sides by a high board fence. On 
the 24th Mr. C. P. Howard of Hartford, a well known and 
skilful astronomer, joined the party and at once set up his 
photographic apparatus within the enclosure which had already 
come to be known as the " Oban," the derivation of this title 
from "Observatory Annex" forming an excellent illustration of 
evolution in language. 
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It is a point of some interest that this site was occupied in 
1863 and '64 by a confederate battery which exchanged fre-
quent compliments with Union gunboats that patrolled the 
river. The trees still bear the marks of the federal shells. 
There never could have been a fairer morning than that of 
the eclipse. The sky was absolutely clear, and the air was of a 
transparency and steadiness rarely observed in low altitudes. 
The moon was punctual and the eclipse proceeded with perfect 
decorum until the moment of totality approached. The 
present scribe lay on the ground with his eye at the telescope, 
directing the instrument, with its superposed camera, at the 
scene of interest. To him it seemed that nature shivered as 
the crisis came. He was conscious of flickering shadows. 
Then was felt the chill, as the thermometer dropped twenty 
degrees. In the telescope the thin crescent of the sun was a 
mere curved line. Suddenly the base of the corona started 
into view, before totality. Then "Bailly's beads" and the 
prominences, and totality was on. The corona stretched away 
out in two directions from the sun, with curious sprays about 
the sun's poles. Three or four bright stars, two of them Mer-
cury and Venus, attracted attention, but were little thought of 
in the presence of the wonderful corona. 
When the one hundred seconds of totality had passed, 
there had been obtained ten photographs within our " Oban," 
five by each instrument. These have since been developed 
and a few prints have been made, one of which accompanies 
this article. The photographs are all that was expected but 
are not all that was hoped for. The negatives show details not 
transferable to paper, but fail to indicate the extent of the 
coronal streamers. From the preliminary reports of other 
parties it seems likely that the photographic method will be 
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Jess prominent at later eclipses unless some new processes are 
devised. The photographs do, however, in a way not antici-
pated, lend color to the theory that our sun may be a conden-
sation in the centre of a very rare nebula of enormous dimen-
sions, extending beyond the earth and perhaps many times 
the distance from the sun to the earth. 
The glimpse of the corona before totality seems to have 
been a special' favor to our party. It has not yet been re-
ported from other sources. 
We were greatly assisted in our work by two friends from 
Buffalo, Mr. Waith and Professor Meads, as well as by Good-
win Beach, son of Dr. C. C. Beach of Hartford. Grateful re-
cord is also made of the unfailing courtesy and generosity of 
the people of Winton. To Dr. S. S. Daniel special thanks are 
due for favors beyond enumeration. We were told that we 
could "have anything in the place not nailed down; " and a ten-
dency to pull out the nails was evident, had we needed further 
liberty. 
The records of the expedition include the five photographs 
already mentioned, careful determinations of the times of the 
contacts,- temperatures at ten minute intervals, in sun and shade, 
during the progress of the eclipse, and shadow-fringe observa-
tions by Dr. Daniel. 
To these may be added the determination of local magnetic 
declination and other surveying work of some interest but not 
directly connected with the primary ob.ject of the expedition. 
F. S. L. 

REPORT OF OBSERVATIONS ON THE 
TOTAL ECLIPSE. 
BY CHARLES P. HOWARD. 
By invitation of Prof. Luther, I joined the Trinity College 
Eclipse party at Winton, N.C., a few days before the eclipse 
and, though working entirely independently of them, set up my 
apparatus within the same inclosure. 
Supposing photography to be the only field in which an 
amateur could do work of possible value, and owning a 4~ 
in. photographic object glass of 58 in. focal length, I decided 
that my work should be to take six as perfect photographs as 
was possible with this equipment. I however planned to have 
one good look at the eclipse with naked eye and one short look 
through a 2 in. Clark telescope. 
During the partial phase I avoided looking at the sun as 
much as possible, and for at least I 5 minutes before totality 
kept my eyes almost in total darkness, and only looked up 
at the eclipse when all sunlight had disappeared and it was 
plain that totality had commenced. 
I then for the first time saw the pale white corona sur-
rounding the black disk of the moon, entirely different from 
what was expected. There was no bright inner corona and 
the two wings seemed almost uniformly bright till they 
ended abruptly about three diameters from the sun. 
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After 8 seconds, I commenced photographing, taking six in 
74 seconds ;exposures varying from Ji to 20 seconds. By using 
slow plates for the short exposures and quick plates for the 
long exposures, great range in the actinic effect was secured, 
my endeavor being to have them run in geometrical progres-
sion-so that the actinic effect on each plate should be about 
five times that on the previous one. Four of the photographs 
proved good. 
During the 20 seconds exposure another good naked eye 
view of the eclipse was obtained. 
I then with only 20 seconds to spare looked through the 
2 inch telescope and saw what I rank as the greatest sight of 
my life, not excepting the naked eye view of the eclipse, or 
that from the summit of Mt. Blanc. But it was a view that it 
is almost impossible to describe. 
It was first perfectly obvious that the bright ball of the sun 
was directly behind and covered by the black disk of the moon. 
In every direction the sun. was throwing off rays, wings, foun-
tains, and whisps of exceedingly attenuated pinkish matter, with 
the most tremendous energy, as if it was on the point of burst-
ing. Some of it seemed to shoot off into space in straight 
lines, but most seemed bent away from the poles and forced 
towards the equator in curves that appeared almost identical 
with those taken by iron filings scattered on a sheet of paper 
over a magnet. This pinkish matter was not nebulous, misty 
or smoky, but was sharply defined and everywhere full of 
detail, the general effect being as if it were composed of short 
pieces of fine hair arranged end to end but not quite touching, 
along curves produced by some intense force. 
But most conspicuous and wonderful of all were eight 
slender yellowish white stalks having fan shaped tops that rose 
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from each pole to a height of about 175,000 miles. All six-
teen were exactly alike except that the curvature of the stalks 
was a little greater in those furthest from the pole. The uni-
form breadth of each stalk was about 3,500 miles and each fan 
shaped end was about an equilateral triangle, 20,000 miles on a 
side. Those at each pole stood equally distant from each other 
about 50,000 miles at base. Unlike anything else in the field of 
view they appeared self-luminous, and were much more conspic-
uous than anything else in sight. They had a strong, solid look, 
as if they were there permanently. Their light was steady, not 
the slightest fluctuation being noticed. Their edges were 
sharply defined, and the color everywhere was a flat tint. Even 
the triangle on the end had no shading upon it, and was as 
sharply defined as it possibly could be, unless perhaps the 
outer edge shaded off an almost imperceptible amount. They 
also all appeared to lie in a plane at right angle to the line of 
sight. 
As a whole the Sun had a most mysterious and awful 
appearance, the first impression being that it was a magnet alive 
and hard at work. The ether itself seemed to be in action all 
about it. 
The second impression was that the sun was the combina-
tion of an enormous comet and an enormous magnet, and 
that a gigantic struggle was going on between these two 
elements, the cometic matter bursting out of the sun in all 
directions, trying to escape, while the magnetic force seized it 
and forced it toward the plane of the equator. For some 
reason the sixteen stalks seemed to be part of the struggle 
and to be glowing white hot because of its intensity. 
Nothing like these sixteen objects which for want of a 
name I have called stalks, has been seen at any previous 
eclipse. I attribute my superb view of them to five causes: 
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rst. The air was perfectly transparent. No haze or whitish 
film was in the sky. 
2nd. The seeing was absolutely perfect, not the slightest 
waver of the air was noticed. 
3rd. The telescope though small was perfect in every par-
ticular. 
4th. The field of view was large. 
5th. My eye was in condition to be as sensitive as possible to 
contrasts of faint light and colors, having been carefully 
kept in the dark during the entire eclipse and par-
ticularly during the I 5 minutes preceding totality. 
Such a combination at any eclipse would rarely occur. 
C. P. HOWARD. 
THE ALPHA DELTA · PHI CONVENTION. 
The sixty-eighth Annual Convention of the Alpha Delta 
Phi Fraternity held in Hartford under the auspices of the 
Trinity College Chapter, May 1oth to 12th, was highly suc-
cessful. 
The Phi Kappa Chapter gave a " smoker" to delegates 
and visitors in their Chapter House on Vernon Street on the 
evening of Wednesday the 9th. 
The first formal session was held in the Masonic Temple 
on the morning of the 10th. In the absence of President 
James C. Carter, who belongs to the Harvard chapter, Colonel 
Charles E. Sprague of New York City called the convention to 
order. Twenty-three chapters were represented, by three 
delegates each, and many also by members who attended un-
officially. About 125 were present. 
The chapters sending delegates were Hamilton, Columbia, 
Yale, Amherst, Brunonian, Harvard, Bowdoin, Hudson, Dart-
mouth, Pennsylvania, Rochester, Williams, Manhattan, Middle-
town, Kenyon, Union, Cornell, Phi Kappa, Johns Hopkins, 
Minnesota, Toronto, Chicago and McGill. 
In the afternoon a tea was given in honor of the Fraternity 
by Mrs. L. P. Waldo Marvin at her residence on Woodland 
Street. 
In the evening there was a reception and a dance in 
Alumni Hall. 
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Among those who received in behalf of the Phi Kappa 
Chapter were Mrs. George Williamson Smith, Mrs. Charles· 
H. Lawrence, Mrs. George H. Day, Mrs. Pierre S. Starr, Mrs. 
L. P. W. Marvin and Mrs. David Van Schaack. 
The chaperones were Mrs. W. Lispenard Robb, Mrs. 
Robert Chapman, Mrs. John Rose, and Mrs. Tallock. 
At 12.30 on Friday the delegates were photographed in a 
body on the Capitol steps. Later in the afternoon delegates 
and friends rode about the city. In the evening the Annual 
Banquet was held at the Allyn House. 
At the speakers' table were Charles E. Gross, the toast-
master, the Rev. E. Winchester Donald, the new president of 
the fraternity, William Ives Washburn, Charle~ E. Grinell, 
Colonel Charles E . Sprague, George H. Day, Collin P. Arm-
strong, Robert H. Schutz, Charles H. Bunce, the Rev. John T. 
Huntington and David VanSchaack. Between the speeches 
there were college songs and selections by an orchestra. 
Colonel Charles E. Sprague of New York responded to 
the toast, "The Works of the Brethren." He said that every 
profession had been made illustrious by the influence of Alpha 
Delta Phi. It has in its membership pessimists, optimists, 
botanists, and Methodists. Colonel Sprague's reference to one 
of the members, Governor Roosevelt, was loudly cheered and 
there were cries of" Teddy." He presented President Donald 
with the emerald and diamond badge of office and said it was 
beautiful, not only as a jewel but as represc:nting the symbols of 
the fraternity. In presenting the badge he said, "I now hail 
you and acclaim you the president of the Alpha Delta Phi." 
President Donald said he would endeavor to discharge the 
duties of his office with the fidelity that characterized his pred-
ecessors. He said the first one he remembered was Edward 
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Everett Hale. "The historians say he is not always accurate," 
said the speaker, "but he is always right." He also referred 
in high terms to Joseph H. Choate and J. C. Carter, former 
presidents. 
President Donald's toast was " The Ideals of the Alpha 
Delta Phi." He said the ideals of the fraternity were a union 
of brotherhood and scholarship for the purpose of making the 
complete man. "You should keep up your ideals," he said. 
"When a man of twenty-five or of fifty is content with himself 
he is a degenerate, he is beginning to die, although he may still 
walk the earth. There lived a man in Hartford who had ideals. 
As I rode past the beautiful Bushnell Park to-day, I thanked 
God that there had lived here, besides great merchants and 
manufacturers, a man who had ideals, and that Hartford had 
within her borders a man who was not ashamed to say he be-
lieved in ideals." The speaker referred to Dr. Bushnell. In 
closing the speaker said : " Before the flood when men lived to 
be 8oo years old, a speech of a week's length was nothing, but 
now, when we live to be but four score and ten, it behooves us 
to be brief." 
Among the other speakers were William Ives Washburn, 
Amherst, '76, and Charles E. Grinell, Harvard, '62. 

ASSOCIATIONS OF THE ALUMNI. 
Mr. William E. Curtis gave a reception at his residence, 
14 W. 2oth St., New York, to the Trinity Alumni of that city 
on the evening of May 3rd. Between fifty and sixty of the 
Alumni enjoyed his hospitality. This reception took the place 
of the annual dinner of the New York Alumni Association. 
The only speech was that of President Smith, who spoke as 
follows: 
" The most important event in Trinity College during the 
current year is the erection of a new and commodious building 
for the Department of Natural History. It is to be completed 
by June rst and be ready for inspection at Commencement when 
the College completes seventy-five years of its history. 
In connection with this is the provision made by Mr. J. 
Pierpont Morgan of a Professor of Natural History, by which 
an addition is made to the Faculty in a most important part of 
the work of the modern College. Heretofore the work has 
been in charge of an Instructor, as a branch of the Department 
of Chemistry. 
It is worthy of notice that the largest class in the history 
of the Institution was admitted last September, and the question 
is forced upon us of determining whether we shall continue to 
follow the old traditions of Trinity as a small college of a dis-
tinctly high grade, or shall aim to increase our numbers at the 
hazard of seriously modifying the character of the Institution. 
The Trustees have the question under advisement. 
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A new publication, the first number of the "Trinity Bulle-
tin" has just been issued. It contains the names, addresses, 
and occupations, so far as could be learned, of the living Alumni; 
and also a statement of their geographical distribution. The 
view here given of our graduates must be very gratifying to the 
friends of the Institution. 
A new feature in instruction has been introduced by the 
employment of a tutor to direct and supervise the studies of 
the students who have not had the advantages of the best 
schools for training and method, and who need some personal 
direction for a short time. 
The experiment has proved successful, and it is hoped 
that the introduction of this class of teachers, so important in 
English Colleges, will be retained. 
Considerable additions have been made to the scientific 
equipment by the efforts of Professor Robb, especially in Elec-
tricity. 
The Library is growing rapidly, and a competent Librarian 
has largely increased its usefulness. By trebling the rovm now 
devoted to it, its great value will become more apparent. 
Twenty thousand dollars, to found four scholarships, have 
been paid in from the estate of the late Jeremiah Halsey,LL.D., 
of Norwich, Conn. 
A summing up of the year's work shows an advance all 
along the line, and the seventy-fifth anniversary promises to be 
a marked era in the history of the College." 
MEMORIAL AT THE BERKELEY DIVINITY SCHOOL 
TO BISHOP BROWNELL, FOUNDER OF 
TRINITY COLLEGE AND PRESI-
DENT 1824 TO 183 r. 
On the first of June a window was placed in the choir of 
the chapel of St. Luke, at the Berkeley Divinity School, 
Middletown, in memory of the Rt. Rev. Dr. Brownell, who 
was bishop of Connecticut from 1819 to 1865, and in that 
capacity, president of the school from its foundation until his 
death. The window, which is opposite that recently presented 
in memory of Bishop Williams, is of the same general design, 
and the workmanship by the same firm. 
It has a full length figure of St. Thomas holding in his 
hands symbols of an architect and builder, an excellent com-
panion-piece with sufficient contrast to the figu re of St. John on 
the other side of the chapel. In the glass below the figure is 
the inscription:-
M. S. PRAESVLIS RRMI. 
THOMAE CHVRCH BROWNELL, S. T. D ., LL. D. 
QVI CONNECT EPISCOPVS TERTIVS CVM ECCLESIAE 
AMERICANAE EPISCOPIS 
PRAESIDERET SEXTVS 
HVIVS SCHOLAE PRAESES PRIMVS FVIT. 
OBIIT DIE XIII IANVAR A. S. 
MDCCCLXV. 
The window is the gift of personal friends of Bishop Brow-
nell, including several who were ordained by him. 
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A beautiful memorial window in honor of 
l835 Bishop Williams, was placed in St. Luke's Chapel, 
Berkeley Divinity School, in April. It is the work 
of J. & R. Lamb, New York city. The exquisite coloring and 
delicate shades are produced not by painting, but by using dif-
ferent thicknesses of glass. The effect is very striking. The 
window bears this inscription:-
M. S. PRAESVLIS RRMI. 
JOHANNIS WILLIAMS S. T. D., LL. D. 
HVIVS SCHOLAE FVNDATORIS 
ET PER ANN OS XLV DECANI 
QVI DIOEC CONNECT EPISCOPVS QUARTVS 
ECCLESIAE AMERICANAE EPISCOPVS 
DECIMVS PRAESEDIT 
OBIIT DIE VII FEBR A. S. MDCCCXCIX 
The window was erected, as an offering of reverential re-
gard and filial love, by friends of the school. 
On June I st there was placed in the library building over 
the entrance to the library proper, a brass tablet some four feet 
long, in a heavy fram e of oak, having this inscription in raised 
letters: -
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Williams Library 
named in loving memory of 
the Rt. Rev. John Williams, D. D ., LL.D. 
founder of this 
Berkeley Divinity School 
Dean for XLV years. 
The letters are surmounted in the brass by a wreath of ivy 
leaves of beautiful pattern. The tablet was provided by order 
of the trustees and formally gives to the building the name by 
which it has been informally known since it was erected. 
The Rev. John Bours Richmond writes to 
f840 the President from Medford, Mass., May 10th: 
"Your favor at hand. It was very kind in you 
to suggest my name as one of the reception committee of 
Trinity College at its present Commencement: and I am in-
deed sorry that I am just now in a condition which forbids my 
performing the duties involved in that office; but I shall be 
there in spirit to receive and embrace you all! The last of 
January, I had the misfortune to fall heavily upon the icy side-
walk, sustaining the dislocation of my right shoulder, and a 
bad shaking of my right hip. I suffered terribly with my in-
jured arm until the bone was restored to its former place. 
Trinity College has always bt:en very dear to me, and 
when I look at the past, and then forward to the present, I am 
somewhat surprised at the wonderful changes that have taken 
place not only in the outward situation as to land and buildings, 
but in the inner life and high excellence of all the courses pur-
sued. And I can rejoice that in a very large measure it is 
through the mental and physical efforts of our present most 
admirable president. God prosper and bless him evermore! 
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After fifty-five years of continued labor in the Episcopal Church, 
I retired from all active work in the ministry, and if I shall live 
to the first of June next, I shall enter upon my eighty-sixth 
year. 
Lovingly yours, 
JOHN BOURS RICHMOND." 
A preliminary report on the epidemic of 
!849 typhoid fever in Forestville has been issued by 
Dr. C. A. Lindsley, Secretary of the State Board 
of Health. 
On the 25th of April, the Ron. Luke A. Lock-
J855 wood, Past Grand Master, spoke to St. John's 
Lodge, No. 4, of Hartford on "The Philosophy 
of Freemasonry." The members of the fraternity in this city 
and in the neighboring towns were present in large numbers. 
Dudley Buck, the celebrated organist of the Church of the 
Holy Trinity, Brooklyn, who was a special student in Trinity 
College from I 8 55 to I 8 57, recently gave an interesting address 
at St. Catharin.e's Hall, Brooklyn, on "Music as a Language." 
It is a ground of great regret that the BULLE-
J856 TIN did not note in its recent List of the Gradu-
ates the many and valuable publications of the 
Rev. Dr. Hotchkin of Bustleton, Philadelphia. He has pub-
lished a greater number of books and <;~rticles than any other 
graduate. The omission to record the names of the books 
seems less excusable since Dr. Hotchkin has given copies of 
all of them to the College Library, an example to be imitated. 
The following is the list: 
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" A Gazetteer of Pennsylvania; " " Ancient and Modern 
Germantown, Mount Airy and Chestnut Hill; " " The York 
Road, Old and New, Fox Chase, and Bustleton; " "The Bristol 
Pike; " "Rural Pennsylvania, in the vicinity of Philadelphia: " 
(the four !ocal histories are royal octavos, richly illustrated) ; 
"Mornings of the Bible; " "Dark Care Lightened; " " The 
Unseen Christ; " " A Splendid Inheritance; " " The Living 
Saviour; " " Early Clergy of Pennsylvania and Delaware; " 
and " Country Clergy of Pennsylvania." 
Dr. Hotchkin has also written between seven and eight 
hundred articles for print, some of which are reprinted in the 
volumes. This includes fifty articles in "The Church Cyclo-
paedia." 
He has written for THE CHURCHMAN, THE NEW YORK 
OBSERVER, THE SUNDAY SCHOOL TIMES, THE GERMANTOWN 
TELEGRAPH, &c., &c. 
Graham Daves has published in a recent num-
t857 ber oi THE MISSION HERALD for the Convoca-
tions of Edenton and Wilmington the following 
letter on "The Episcopate in the United States: " 
"In connection with the history of the efforts of the Church 
in the United States to obtain the Episcopate, the following letter 
from Hon. John Jay to Governor Richard Caswell, of North 
Carolina, will be of interest. _ It will be remembered that Dr. 
Seabury, afterwards Bishop of Connecticut,-the first American 
Bishop,-was unsuccessful in obtaining consecration at the 
hands of the English Bishops, owing to the then requirement of 
the English law that in order to be consecrated a Bishop the can-
didate must first swear allegiance to the Crown. This, of course, 
Dr. Seabury, an American, could not do, and he was later con-
secrated by the Bishops of the Scottish Church-" Non-Jurors," 
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as they were called-in November, 1784. Afterwards in Feb-
ruary, I 78 7, the absurd provision of the English law, so far as 
it related to foreign ecclesiastics, having been abrogated, Drs. 
White and Provost, of Pennsylvania and New York, were con-
secrated in England. 
Pending the delay of the consecration of Bishop Seabury, 
it was thought that consecration and the succession would have 
to be sought in the Scandinavian Church, and it was in that 
connection that the following letter was written. The interest 
manifested in the matter by those in high official position and 
not of our faith-John Adams, then our Minister to Great Britain, 
being a Congregationalist-is worthy of note. John Jay, of 
Huguenot descent, was at that time a delegate from New York 
in the Continental Congress, and Secretary of Foreign Affairs 
for that body. Subsequently he was by appointment of Wash-
ington first Chief Justice of the United States under the Consti-
tution. Richard Caswell was twice Governor of North Caro-
lina. He was the first Governor of the State, after its erection 
as such, under the Constitution adopted in I 776. 
GRAHAM DAVES. 
New Bern, N. C. 
HON. JOHN JAY TO GOV. RICHARD CASWELL. 
Office for Foreign Affairs. 
31st March, 1785. 
(State Records of N. C., Vol. 17, P. 435.) 
Sir :-I have the honor of transmitting to your Excellency 
a copy of a letter from Mr. Adams to the President of Congress 
of the 22nd April, 1784, and of a letter to Mr. Adams from 
Mr. de St. Sapronis of 21st April, I 784, together with a copy 
of the paper referred to in the latter. 
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Your Excellency will perceive from these papers that the 
Bishops of Denmark will confer holy orders on American Can-
didates without any Tests which (like those insisted on in 
England) would be improper for Americans to comply with. 
I have the honor to be with great respect. Your Excel-
lency's. mo. ob. and very humb'l, serv't. 
}OHN }AY." 
Mr. Daves has sent to the BULLETIN the last pamphlet 
of The Roanoke Colony Memorial Association, of which he 
is President, and the Right Rev. J. B. Cheshire, Trinity '69, 
one of the six Directors. It "is organized for the benevolent 
and patriotic purpose of reclaiming, preserving, and adorning 
Old Fort Raleigh, built in 1585, by the first English settlers 
on Roanoke Island, the birthplace of Vir~inia Dare, the first 
white child born in America; and also to erect monuments 
and suitable memorials to commemorate these and other 
historic events in North Carolina." The Association was in-
corporated in r 894 . . In the ex ecution of its purpose, it has 
verified the sight of Fort Raleigh and marked its angles 
with granite blocks, and has also erected a memorial stone 
with the following inscription: 
On this site, in July-August, 15 85, 
(0. S.) Colonists, sent out from England, 
by Sir Walter Raleigh, built a fort call-
ed by them 
"THE NEW FORT IN VIRGINIA." 
These Colonists were the First Set-
tlers of the English Race in America. 
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They returned to England in July, I586, 
with Sir Francis Drake. 
Near this place was born on the I 8th 
of August, 1587, 
VIRGINIA DARE, 
the First Child of English Parents born 
in America,-daughter of Ananias Dare 
and Eleanor White, his wife, members of 
another band of colonists sent out by 
Sir Walter Raleigh in I 5 87. 
OnSunday, August 20, I587, Vir-
ginia Dare was baptized. Manteo, the 
friendly Chief of the Hatteras Indians, 
had been baptized the Sunday pre-
ceding. These baptisms are the first 
Known Celebrations of a Christian Sac-
rament in the Territory of the thir-
teen original United States. 
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The Rev. Edmund Rowland, D. D., Rector of 
J857 St. John's Church, Waterbury, has withdrawn 
his resignation. 
Frederick Moynihan, the New York sculptor, 
J859 has just completed the plaster cast of the statue 
of the late Brigadier-General Griffin A. Sted-
man, jr., the famous Connecticut officer, who was killed before 
Petersburg during the civil war. He entered the Fifth 
Connecticut Regiment with his college friends at Trinity, 
Col. Cogswell and William H. Webster. The figure has 
been sent to Providence, R. I., to be cast in bronze by the 
Gorham Company. 
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The statue, is eight feet high. The pose is easy and 
natural. In the right hand is a pair of field glasses, while 
the left hand rests easily on the hilt of his sword. The 
dress is that of a brigadier-general of the period of 1862, with 
the regulation military hat, sword, belt, epaulettes and scarf. 
The legs and feet are encased in cavalry boots with spurs 
attached, the whole resting gracefully on a substantial 
plinth, the left foot raised slightly higher than the right. 
It will, when completed, surmount a handsome granite 
pedestal at the intersection of six streets in Camp Field 
(Hartford), where the military contingent of the state camped 
prior to its leaving for the front. 
The pupils of the Washington Street School 
1863 held a memorial service for the deceased 
soldiers of the Union on the morning of May 
29th, the feature of which was an address by ·the Rev. Pro-
fessor John J. McCook of Trinity College. 
Dr. Hart delivered on April roth in St. 
1866 John's Church, Hartford, the last of the series 
of Seabury Club Lectures, his subject being, 
"The Order for Holy Communion compared with other 
Liturgies of the Church, Ancient and Modern." 
April 18th Governor Lounsbury appointed Dr. Hart, 
Albert C. Bates, librarian 'of the Connecticut Historical SoCiety, 
and Dwight E. Bowers of New Haven a commission of public 
records under the provisions of special act No. 430 of I 899. 
The act provides that the duty of the commission shall be 
to inquire into and report to the General Assembly of 1901 
the condition of the public records of the state, including 
court, county, town, society, and parish records, and to 
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recommend the best method of preserving the same from 
loss or injury. 
On the evening of May 13th, Dr. Hart preached at 
Grace Chapel, Parkville, a sermon commemorative of Pro-
fessor Barbour. 
On the evening of May 23rd, the newly 
t868 established Connecticut Forestry Association 
held an interesting and important meeting at 
the room of the Board of Trade. 
After Major Preston had explained the objects of the 
Association and Charles E. Gross had been elected Chairman, 
Prof. Ferguson, who is the Vice-President, made the principal 
address. He said in substance: 
"The object of this meeting is not to excite our own in-
terest, but to realize what problems and difficulties are in the 
way of intelligent and effective forestry in our country. 
There are three dangers ahead, indifference, ignorance, and 
prejudice, and these will all have to be overcome before the 
work can go on as it should. In the effort to take care of the 
endowment nature has given us in forest growth, indifference is 
perhaps the greatest obstacle to overcome. The care of trees 
has been everybody's business. In setting forth the facts that 
many know well, we are met by the fact that a great many are 
ignorant of the condition of affairs. They do not know that we 
are using up our capital, not the income merely, but the en-
tire capital of our forests, cutting them down, clearing off 
whole hillsides, acres of timber great and small, and after 
that instead of allowing trees a chance to grow again, the 
ground is all burned over to clear away the debris, and the very 
loam from which the forest has grown is practically destroyed. 
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Little is known in this country as compared with Germany, 
the Scandinavian countries, and other parts of Europe, about 
forestry, but there is one example of a people using up its cap-
ital in forest growth that stands out prominently, and that is in 
Spain. There the country has been made an arid wilderness 
by the clearing off of the forests and keeping them clear, no 
effort having been made to replace them. Such a condition 
may confront us, if the tide of destruction is not stopped in time. 
There is an impression among those who are really ignorant of 
conditions that the thing will right itself if left alone, and that 
forests will grow where forests have been cut down by a sort 
of rotation, oak trees taking the place of pine and so on, that 
nature will relieve all difficulties and can be trusted to replenish 
what is destroyed. In defense of this idea it is pointed out that 
there are more forests in Connecticut now than fifty years ago. 
But the condition of those forests is not understood. They are 
largely crowded with undergrowth, tree weeds that choke the 
real growth of the trees that are valuable. Nature cannot be 
trusted to replenish in all ways and in all cases." 
Professor Ferguson spoke of the well known shifting 
sand hills on Cape Cod, the removal of one of them reveal-
ing the stumps of great trees that bore the marks of the 
ax, where the timber had been cut down for sheep, the 
greatest cause of the destruction of forests of any of our 
domestic animals. He also called attention to the denuded 
condition of the peninsula of Hull, off Boston harbor, where 
the proprietors by agreement at the time of purchase were 
forced to clear away so much land every year. Nature had 
not replenished. On Fisher's Island there was a similar condi-
tion. In the swamps there are now to be found stumps of 
large trees that have not been replaced. We shall have to 
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combat popular optimism in this matter, the disposition to trust 
in Providence, which is often nothing but inherent laziness. 
There is also a prejudice against forestry associations as 
the fad of idealists, and it is put forward that .forest preser-
vation means the destruction of grazing lands, the robbing of 
the people of inalienable rights to do as they please with what 
belongs to them ; that it is really an effort to get the better of 
industrious, honest, poor people, who are dependent for their 
living upon the forests. Professor Ferguson read extracts from 
an address before the Live Stock Association in Denver to show 
that the prevailing idea was in harmony with statements he had 
made. 
The Rev. Francis Goodwin, a Trustee of Trinity College, 
also spoke. He said he had come to the meeting for informa-
tion. He had enjoyed some experience and it had been ex-
pensive. He wished some one to tell him how to make tree-
growing profitable when woodland was worth only $30 to $40 
an acre with the wood on it and about $5 after it was cleared 
off. The mere planting of the trees on an acre would need an 
expenditure of $30 and after forty years the trees would be 
ready to sell for about the cost of planting. However, forestry 
paid in other ways, and it was important that educative influ-
ences should be at work informing men how to crop timber so 
that it may be perennial rather than periodical with a long 
series of years between each cropping. It was important to 
show how, if possible, our forests can be preserved from fire. 
Every owner of woodland is uncertain whether his property in 
trees will stand over night, the danger is so great. 
By a contribution of $roo per annum for five years Prof. 
Ferguson has made Trinity College one of the supporters of 
the School of Semitic Studies at Jerusalem of th( : American 
Institute of Archaeology. 
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At the last meeting of the Corporation, Prof. 
t870 Luther in consideration of his long ancl faithful 
service received leave of absence for a year. He 
will leave for Europe at the end of August, spend some time 
at Cambridge, England, and come back around the world. 
The Rev. Robert Woodward Barnwell, rector 
t872 of St. Paul's Church, Selma, Ala., was lately 
elected bishop co-adjutor of the diocese of Ala-
bama, being the sixth bishop among the living alumni. By 
the death of Bishop Wilmer he is now Bishop. 
William Edmond Curtis was appointed by 
t875 President John E. Parsons of the New York Bar 
Association a member of the Committee to pre-
sent to the Judiciary Committee of the U.S. Senate the protest 
of the Bar Association against the confirmation of John R. 
Hazel as U. S. District Judge of the Western District of New 
York. On the evening of May 3rd Mr. Curtis gave at his resi-
dence a peculiarly enjoyable reception to the members of the 
New York Alumni Association. 
At the last meeting of the Corporation William 
t876 Converse Skinner of Hartford, was elected a 
Trustee. 
Henry Holt & Co. published in May Ernest 
t882 Flagg Henderson's Side-Lights on English His-
tory. It treats of such topics as the personality 
of Queen Elizabeth, the execution of Mary Stuart, characteris-
tic traits of Cromwell, the return of Charles II, the Stuarts in 
exile, Queen Anne and the Marlboroughs. These are illus-
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trated by extracts from contemporary records, accompanied by 
portraits, fac-similes, and caricatures, reproduced from the 
rarest originals. The BULLETIN will contain a fuller account 
of this sumptuous work. 
Prof. Charles McLean Andrews of Bryn Mawr 
1884 College, is chairman of the committee appointed 
by the American Historical Association to award 
the Justin Winsor Prize of one. hundred dollars offered by the 
Association. The Prize will be awarded to the writer of the 
best monograph based on original investigation in American 
history, which shall be submitted on or before Oct. I, Igoo. 
The Rev. Beverley Ellison Warner, D. D., of 
t886 New Orleans, who was for some time a student 
of Trinity College, and who received the degree 
of M. A. in I 886, is the author of " English History in Shaks-
pere's Plays," published by Longmans, Green & Co. 
The Rev. Hermann Lilienthal, Rector of Trinity Church, 
Wethersfield, resigned his rectorship of that parish in May, and 
is now Assistant Rector of the Church of the Incarnation in 
New York City. 
~: It is announced at Holyoke, Mass., that St. Paul's Episco-
pal Church in that city has called the Rev. James Goodwin to 
be its rector. Mr. Goodwin is a son of the Rev. Francis Good-
win of this city and at present is settled at Nashua, N. H . 
Robert Hutchins Schutz was married at St. 
t889 John's Church, Hartford, May 16th, to Laura 
Wheaton Taft, daughter of Mrs. Ellen C. Taft. 
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President Low of Columbia, who received the 
1890 degree of LL. D. from Trinity College in 1890, 
on the 17th of April was elected President of 
the American Geographical Society to succeed the late Judge 
Charles P. Daly. 
Allen Butler Talcott, non-graduate '90, was represented 
by three pictures in a recent exhibition by Hartford artists, two 
landscapes and a portrait. " 'A May Morning' would do credit 
to any exhibition. It is delicate and refined in color, and full 
of sentiment," says the Hartford Times. 
The Rev. Thomas Anderson Conover was married June 
2nd, in Trinity Church, Trenton, N. J., to Miss Charlotte 
Beasley Green. 
Edwin Franklin Lawton was married April 
189t 19th at St. James Church, Winsted, Conn., to 
Belle Bartlett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel 
Belton Horne. 
William Bowie of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic 
t893 Survey writes to President Smith of his work in 
Puerto Rico. "As you noticed in the photograph 
I sent you, I was on primary triangulation. This triangulation 
extended across the island from Ponce to San Juan, and is the 
beginning of the work to be extended over the whole island, as 
a net- work for the surveys for the charts along the coast. I 
had charge of all the observing and occupied eight primary 
stations, three of them at light-houses, and the remainder on 
mountain peaks, where I camped with only my cook. It was 
rather hard living and I lost twelve pounds in weight. 
The observations of horizontal angles were made with a 
"repeating " theodolite with circle twelve inches in diameter. 
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Each angle of the scheme was measured seventy-two times. 
The lines varied in length between fifteen and twenty-eight miles. 
We could not observe during the day on any kind of signals, 
not even heliotropes, on account of the haze of the atmosphere 
and the clouds over the mountains. In consequence we observed 
at night on lamps with reflectors eight to ten inches in diameter. 
These lamps some of which burned kerosene and others 
naphtha, could be seen very distinctly on clear nights over 
lines twenty to thirty miles in length. The average error in 
closing the triangles, difference between sum of the observed 
angles and 1 80°, was less than two seconds. I also made 
observations for time and azimuth. I came back on the army 
transport, " Crook," which stopped at Santiago a day on the 
way up. I spent several hours walking over the battle-ground 
on San Juan Hill. I also saw the mast-head of the Merrimac, 
which still shows above the water. Morro Fort and the en-
trance to the harbor are very picturesque. I am going West 
about the middle of July with a base-line measuring party, to 
measure nine primary base-lines, which are located along the 
g8th meridian, the first being in the southern part of Nebraska 
and the last one near the mouth of the Rio Grande in Texas. 
I do not expect to return until next February or March." 
William French Collins, formerly of" The Courant" staff 
and now city editor of the " Newark (N. J.) Evening News," 
was married at Utica, N.Y., May 22nd, to Miss Alice Derfla 
Howes, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred P. Howes of that city. 
The engagement is announced in Boston of C. C. Barton, 
Jr., and Miss Maud Armsby of Worcester. 
Robert Peck Bates has sent to the BULLETIN the beautiful 
catalogue of The Chicago Latin School, of which he is the 
Head Master. The school has a large patronage among the 
most distinguished families of Chicago. 
8o 
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Philip James McCook, Sec., 32 E. 45th St., 
New York. 
Harrie Renz Dingwall was married on Monday. 
April 16th, at the home of the bride's parents, Horton Avenue, 
Detroit, to May Swift, daughter of Gen. and Mrs. Swift. 
The Rev. Samuel Harrington Littell, of Wuchang, China, 
the one foreign missionary among the living graduates of Trinity 
College, writes to the Spirit of Missions that the hymn "Jesus 
calls us o'er the tumult," which is widely known as the Brother-
hood of St. Andrew hymn, has been translated into Chinese, 
and was sung for the first time at his ordination to the priest-
hood on St. Andrew's Day last. "The vested choir and chorus 
of eighty boys sang the hymn heartily to the tune of Wills, 
while the rest of the four hundred Chinese in the Church sang 
it lustily to no tune, for unfamiliarity with tunes is no reason 
for not singing to the ordinary Chinese Christian." 
The engagement is announced of Miss Madeleine Forrest, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Forrest of Hartford, to 
Edward Frederick Burke of Llewellyn Park, N.J. 
Philip Carter Washburn received the degree of 
t896 M.D. at the recent Commencement of Columbia 
University. 
Mr. and Mrs. Ogle Tayloe Paine are residing in Paris. 
Woolsey McAlpine Johnson in April made a 
t898 bicycle tour from Gottingen to Paris. THE 
HARTFORD COURANT of May I st had a letter 
from him on the Paris Exposition. 
Henry Jones Blakeslee, Assistant in Physics in Trinity 
College, has been appointed Assistant Superintendent of the 
Hartford Electric Light Co. 
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Charles Luther Burnham is an applicant for admission to 
the examination for the Connecticut Bar. 
George Talman Kendal was married May 8th, 
J899 at the home of the bride in Hartford, to Harriet, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin J. Burnell. 

NECROLOGY. 
DR. WILLIAM McNEILL WHISTLER, who was 
f857 for a time in the class of 18 57, died in London in 
February. He was born in 1836 in the United 
States, but spent much of his boyhood in St. Petersburg, 
Russia, where his father was engaged in railroad building for 
the Czar, in particular the line from Moscow to St. Petersburg. 
Whistler graduated with honors at the University of Pennsylva-
nia in 1 860. Later he entered the service of the Confederate 
army. When the war was over he visited his mother in Lon-
don, and finally established himself as a physician in that city, 
where he earned an excellent reputation. His writings were 
mostly of a special nature, and appeared in such journals as the 
"LANCET" and the "BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL." A writer 
in the " CHARLESTON NEWS AND COURIER," quoting this same 
journal, says:-
" Dr. Whistler was a man of singularly lovable character, 
of wide intellectual interests, and of highly cultivated taste in 
art, and his death has robbed the profession to which he belonged 
of a most capable physician and a thoroughly honest man." 
He was a brother of the artist, James Abbott McNeill 
Whistler. 
THE REV. DR. JOHN HUMPHREY BARBOUR, 
J873 professor in the Berkeley Divinity School, died 
April 29th at his home in Middletown after a 
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short illness. He was the son of Judge Henry Stiles Barbour 
and Pamela Jane (Bartholomew) Barbour, and was born in 
Torrington on the 29th of May, 1854· He was admitted to 
Amherst College in 1869, but before the end of the academic 
year, having decided to prepare for the ministry of the Episco-
pal Church, he re-entered Trinity College, and was confirmed 
by Bishop Williams in the college chapel on Trinity Sunday, 
I 870. He attained high distinction in his college studies, and 
was graduated in I 87 3 with special honors in chemistry and 
natural science and in mathematics. In the autumn of the same 
year he entered the Berkeley Divinity School, and on the com-
pletion of his course in theology he was ordained deacon by 
Bishop Williams on the 31st of May, 1876, at the annual ordi-
nation for the school, with thirteen others. He then became as-
sistant minister of Trinity Church . in this city, with charge of 
Grace Chapel, Parkville. It was nearly two years before he 
attained the canonical age for ordination to the priesthood. 
He was ordained priest in Trinity Church on the 18th of Septem-
ber, 1878. 
During the thirteen years of his ministry in Parkville, he 
was indefatigable in his labors among the people of his charge, 
devoting himself to his work as pastor and minister, and at the 
same time he did not fail to continue his studies in the many 
departments of learning to which his mind was drawn, and par-
ticularly in those which had to do with the understanding of 
Holy Scripture. To an especially clear discernment and appre-
hension of truth was added a ready facility in its statement and 
in commending it to the minds of others; and he greatly enjoyed 
the opportunities for study which came to him from living in 
the neighborhood of his alma mater. During the academic 
year, 1878-'79, he filled a temporary appointment as tutor in 
mathematics; and having been from the time of his return to 
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Hartford the assistant librarian of the college, with practically 
full charge, he was. given the title of librarian in I 882. It fell 
to his lot to re-arrange the books in the library on their removal 
to the place provided for them in the new college buildings, and 
to prepare a card catalogue on modern principles of classifica-
tion; and this was done with unstinted labor and great enthusi-
asm. Very few persons will ever know, except from the testi-
mony of those who are familiar with all the details of this work, 
how great is the debt which the college owes to Dr. Barbour 
for the labor which he bestowed upon the library; and it was 
a real compensation to him that he saw it grow in number of 
volumes and in usefulness. While in Hartford he prepared a 
brief, but excellent, manual of instruction for confirmation, and 
also wrote, or rather compiled, "The Beginning of the Historic 
Episcopate," a collection of passages from the New Testament 
and from Christian authors before the year 250 bearing on the 
history of the ministry of the Church, to which were appended 
tables and a diagram prepared in his characteristically clear 
and ingenious manner. 
In 1889, a vacancy having occurred in the professorship 
of the literature and interpretation of the New Testament in the 
Berkeley Divinity School, Mr. Barbour was called to that chair. 
He brought to his new duties a well furnished mind, trained in 
one direction by pastoral work and in another by academic 
associations, quick to understand and patient to learn; and it 
was not necessary for him to go back and resume his studies 
from the time of his ordination, for he had kept remarkably 
well in touch with the progress of scholarship during those 
years. He was also appointed librarian of the Divinity School, 
and it was a part of his duty there, as at the college, to take 
charge of a library on its removal to a new building, with the 
special pleasure which came from planning for the arrange-
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ment of the building itself. But it was the study and teaching 
of the New Testament to which he devoted himself with unfail-
ing interest for eleven years, not neglecting what might be 
called the external and more especially scholastic side of this 
work, and never forgetting that one cannot learn the spirit 
without the study of the letter, but seeking above all for the 
spiritual meaning, aud taking his students in their three years' 
course through the whole of the New Testament either in 
Greek or in English. He contributed at times to periodicals, 
his most valuable writing of this kind being an investigation of 
the composition of the Apocalypse, and the latest an article on 
the study of the New Testament published in the " Church-
man" of April 2 rst; and he wrote valuable papers on various 
subjects for clerical meetings and gatherings of scholars. He 
was for several years before his death one of the examining 
chaplains of the diocese, and at its last commencement his 
alma mater conferred upon him the degree of doctor of 
divinity. It may also be noted here that he served for some 
time as secretary of the Alumni of the College, and that of late 
years he had been secretary of the Alumni of the Divinity 
School. 
On Maundy Thursday, April 12, Dr. Barbour celebrated 
Holy Communion in the chapel of the Divinity School, 
attended two later services, and met his classes as usual. 
Returning home he was obliged to cease work and was unable 
again to leave his room, His disease, which at first caused 
him much pain, and was finally discovered to be an abscess on 
the brain, brought much weakness but no suffering at the last. 
(Hartford Times.) S. H. 
The funeral of Dr. Barbour was held on the afternoon of 
May rst at St. Luke's Chapel, Middletown. The interment was 
at Cedar Hill Cemetery in Hartford. 
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HENRY STEW ART MARTINDALE died at the 
l879 New York Hospital, April I 8th, in the forty-third 
year of his age. In a steeple-chase a year and a 
half ago he was thrown, and so badly injured that it was neces-
sary to amputate his right leg. To relieve his continued suffer-
ings he was directed by his physicians to use morphine, an ex-
cessive dose of which, accidentally taken, ended his life. 
COLEMAN GANDY WILLIAMS, president of the 
1880 Williams Silk Manufacturing Company, with 
offices at No. 760 Broadway, died May 28th at 
his home, in Massapequa, Long Island. He had been sick 
about three weeks with typhoid fever. He was forty-two 
years old, and was the son of the late Coleman Williams, of 
New York. His mother was Sarah M. Floyd-Jones. He was 
a lover of athletics, and had enjoyed perfect health up to the 
time of his illness. He was a member of the Union and Uni-
versity Clubs, of the St. Andrews Society, and the Trinity 
Alumni Association. He married Miss Edith Hawley, of New 
York, who with three children survives him. He leaves also a 
brother, Leonidas, who is the treasurer of the firm of which he 
was the president. The funeral services were held at Grace 
Church, Massapequa, Long Island. 
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NOTES OF PROGRESS. 
By the simple and practical device of a federation of all 
the higher intellectual interests of the city, it is possible to have 
what will be in beneficent fact something very like a University 
of Hartford, even though no such designation appear on the 
Register of Incorporations. 
We have here in Hartford a Theological Seminary, that 
in its recent progress has grown into a Theological Faculty 
that ranks with any in the land, distinguished alike by earnest-
ness, learning, and breadth of sympathy. 
In accordance with President Hartranft's view of the dig-
nity and relation of Theology as the queen of the sciences, and 
his consequent view of the necessary equipment of the modern 
theologian, the Seminary provides a range of instruction in 
philosophy, philology, sociology, and history, that would have 
astonished its founders. 
With the Seminary is associated a School of Music of 
acknowledged merit. 
There are in Hartford two Schools of Art. The Hillyer 
Institute in connection with the Young Mens' Christian Asso-
ciation gives excellent training in mechanics and kindred 
branches. 
There are aside from the forty thousand volumes in the 
library of Trinity College, the Watkinson Reference Library, the 
Hartford Public Library, the State Law Library, the Library of 
the Hartford Medical Society, and the Case Memorial Library 
of the Theological Seminary. 
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Among learned and scientific societies we have here the 
Connecticut Historical Society, the Hartford Scientific Society, 
and, the latest of them all, the Connecticut Forestry Asso-
ciation. 
There exists at present on the part of all these interests 
an admirable sympathy and willingness to cooperate towards 
the advancement of the same great end. It is worth while to 
consider whether they may not be brought into still closer and 
more beneficial relations. Especially when the spacious Mu-
seum and laboratories of the new Hall of Natural History are 
opened, is it desirable that the members of the Hartford 
Scientific Society should find, as has been the case in the past, 
that all the resources of the College are put at their service. 
A year or two since, when a new development of Trinity 
College was under consideration, President Hartranft made an 
earnest speech on behalf of the College. The many past 
courtesies of himself and his colleagues, so graceful and so 
cordial, in spite of theological differences that would have 
divided us in. an earlier time, cannot but awaken appreciation 
and sympathy. President Hartranft has added to them by the 
suggestion of cooperation in a remarkable new development of 
the Theological Seminary. The Seminary is to add to its course 
of three years, a special Missionary Course for men intending 
to devote themselves to the work of Foreign Missions. This 
new course is most broadly planned. It is to include the study 
of the physical conditions, history, religious and social condi-
tions and languages of the various countries to which mission-
aries are sent. Of course the knowledge imparted will be 
general and introductory, but nevertheless of great value in 
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promoting an intelligent choice of fields and in facilitating 
subsequent work. In carrying out his plan, Dr. Hartranft has 
asked President Smith to consent to the use by his students of 
courses in Sanskrit and Spanish in Trinity College, while on 
the other hand he offers to the College · the use of any re-
sources of the Theological Seminary. President Smith has 
expressed his cordial sympathy with this idea. 
At a recent meeting of the Archaeological Institute of 
:America the name of Trinity College appeared among those of 
the fourteen institutions that have pledged $100 a year for five 
years in support of the American School for Oriental Study 
and Research in Palestine, founded and sustained by the 
Institute. The credit was at first believed to be due to the 
admirable college of the same name at Durham, North 
Carolina. 
We are glad to learn that the Trinity College is our Trinity 
and to express gratitude to Professor Ferguson for the gift that 
gives the College the privilege and distinction of being among 
the initiators of this great enterprise. The School at Jerusalem 
is to do for the study of the languages and archaeology of Pal-
estine, what is done for those of Greece and Italy by 
the schools at Athens and at Rome. In his interest in Semitic 
studies Professor Ferguson is true to an old affection. Under 
the guidance of that distinguished scholar, the Rev. Dr. Frede-
ric Gardiner .of the Berkeley Divinity School, he wrote a 
treatise on Conditional Sentences in Hebrew, which has the 
honor of a note in the twenty-fifth edition of the Hebrew Gram-
mar of Gesenius-Kautzsch, as an authoritative exposition of its 
subject. "Vergl. H. Ferguson, the use of the tenses in condi-
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tional sentences in Hebrew, Jour. of the Society of Bibl. Lit. 
ard Exeg., Middletown, Conn., J uni u. Sept., I 882." Profes-
sor Ferguson subsequently pursued the study of Arabic under 
Gildemeister at Bonn. 
The relation of Trinity College to the School at Jerusalem 
suggests the fact that the College was one of the original sup-
porters of the School at Athens, though it is not now among 
the co-op~rating colleges. 
The peculiar situation of Trinity in relation to this School 
was doubtless one of the motives determining Professor Beck-
with to decline the invitation to become the resident Annual 
Director. It is worth consideration whether Trinity College 
should not again be associated with the leading universities and 
colleges in its support. 
Professor Babbitt has been one of its students and, while 
connected with it, took part in excavations of the Theatre at 
Corinth, of which he published a Report in the Journal ofthe 
Archaeological Institute of America. In November Professor 
Babbitt was elected a member of the Council of the Institute, 
representing the Connecticut Society. It is desirable that he 
should also represent Trinity College as again an active furtherer 
of the American School at Athens. The facts of the relation 
of Trinity College to the School are given in the following 
letter of Professor Seymour of Yale University: 
"NEW HAVEN, Oct. 12, '98. 
DEAR DR. BABBITT:-
Mr. White sends to me your inquiry of re-
cent date with regard to the relations of Trinity College to the 
School at Athens. 
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When the school was founded, the arrangements wit~ the 
colleges for an annual contribution were supposed to be tempo-
rary; all the friends of the school supposed that the permanent 
endowment would be secured within ten years, i. e. by 1891. 
So in 1886 or early in 1887 the Managing Committee voted 
that the sum of one thousand (odd) dollars which had been 
given by the University of Pennsylvania should be accepted in 
lieu of the Annual Subscription. Without the action of the 
Managing Committee, its treasurer received from some friends 
of Trinity College one thousand dollars on the same under-
standing. When this was brought to the knowledge of the 
Managing Committee, the Committee promptly voted that no 
such arrangements should be made for the future. The perma-
nent endowment was not secured, and in 1891 the University 
of Pennsylvania voluntarily resumed its annual payments. 
When Mr. Beckwith brought the matter before some of the 
friends of Trinity, these insisted on the letter of the understand-
ing which they had had with the treasurer, Mr. de Peyster, and 
declined to give more, tho' Mr. Beckwith himself assured them 
that his understanding was that the payment of one thousand 
dollars was merely to release Trinity from four yearly payments, 
not to put it for all time in the position of the colleges which 
pay two hundred and fifty dollars a year. In 1897, after Trinity 
had been for ten years on the list of cooperating colleges, for 
the gift of one thousand doll~rs, at the request of Mr. Beckwith 
its name was quietly removed from the list. 
I am sure that all friends of the school would be truly 
cheered to have the name of Trinity restored to this list. 
I am very truly yours, 
T. D. SEYMOUR." 
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The American Schools at Athens, and at Rome, offer 
valuable fellowships for the encouragement of classical studies 
on classic groun.d. A period of study in both Athens and 
Rome is a valuable aid to higher classical research and teach-
ing. One of the ablest of Trinity's recent graduates proposes 
to avail himself of the advantages of the school at Athens. 
Mr. Carlton, our Librarian, contributes the following list 
of recent accessions to the library: 
"The College Library continues to be generously re-
membered by the Alumni and other friends of the College. 
Since the publication of the last number of the BULLETIN 
many interesting and valuable gifts have been made to it. The 
following works have been presented by their authors: 
Balch, Thomas Willing. The Alabama Arbitration. 1900. 
Balch, Edwin Swift. Glaci~res or Freezing Caverns. 1900. 
Farmer, James Eugene. Essays on French History. 1897. 
Hodges, F. H. Life of Edward Hodges, Organist and Direc-
tor in Trinity Parish, N.Y., 1839-I859. I896. 
Parsons, James Russell, jr., (Trinity '81.) French Schools 
through American Eyes. I 892. 
Parsons, James Russell, jr., (Trinity '8 I.) 
tion in the United States. 2 vols. 
the splendid editz'on de lu:ce.) 
Professional Educa-
1 900. (A copy of 
Wood, Henry. Political Economy of Natural Law. 1897. 
Mr. Robert Mathews of Rochester, N. Y., has presented a 
complete file of the New York Nation from volume 48 to vol-
ume 70 inclusive. The library greatly needs just such sets of 
periodicals as this and its accession is a most welcome event. 
Mr. Sydney George Fisher of the Class of I 879 has pre-
sented copies of the following works written by him : 
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Men, Women, and Manners in Colonial Times. 3rd ed. 2 
vols. I900. 
Evolution of the Constitution of the United States. I897· 
The Making of Pennsylvania. I 896. 
Pennsylvania, Colony and Commonwealth. I 897. 
The True William Penn. znd ed. I900. 
The True Benjamin Franklin. 3rd ed. I900. And the im-
portant historical monograph by Justin Winsor, entitled 
The Westward Movement, The Colonies and the Republic, 
1763-1798. I897· 
The Hon. Charles J . Hoadly, LL.D., '51, has given Life 
of the Duke of Ormond. By Thomas Carte. 6 vols. London, 
185 I. 
Macpherson, J., Original Papers ; Containing the Secret 
History of Great Britain from the Restoration to the Accession 
of the House of Hannover. 2 vols. I 77 5. 
Prof. Henry Ferguson, '68, has given Quarterly Publica-
tions of the American Statistical Association. Nos. I7 to 48. 
Chicago Conference on Trusts. Reports and Debates. I899· 
Ryley, J. H., Ralph Fitch: England's Pioneers to India 
and Burma. I897· 
Journal of the American Social Science Association. Vol. 37· 
I899· 
Rev. Storrs 0. Seymour, D. D., of Litchfield, Conn., has 
presented a copy of A Genealogical Register of the Inhabitants 
of Litchfield, Conn., 1720-I8oo. Compiled by George C. 
Woodruff. I900. 
Prof. R. B. Riggs has given the following: 
Naville, E. Bubastis. (Eighth Memoir of the Egypt Explora-
tion Fund.) I89I. 
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Naville, E. The Festival-Hall of Osorkon II in the Great 
Temple of Bubastis. (Tenth Memoir of the Egypt Explo-
ration Fund). I 892. 
Keller, Ferdinand. Die Keltischen Pfahlbauten in den Schweiz-
erseen. I 86 5. And five other important monographs on 
the same subject contributed to the Mitthez'lungen der 
antiquarischen Gesellschaft in Zurich. 
Radde, Gustav. Berichte ueber die biologisch-geographischen 
Untersuchungen in den Kaukasuslaendern. Erster J ahr-
gang. I866. 
Prof. W. R. Martin has presented the following: 
Batterson, J. G. Gold and Silver as Currency. I 896. 
Dos Passos, J. R. The Inter-State Commerce Act: an analysis 
of its provisions. I 887. 
Dryden, J. Select Poems. Edited by W. D. Christie. I87I. 
Grosvenor, W. M. Does Protection Protect? I871. 
Linderman, H. R. Money and Legal Tender in the United 
States. I877· 
Milton, John. Poetical Works; reprinted from the best Editions. 
Orelli, A. M. Der internationale Schutz des Urheberrechtes. 
I887. 
Sears, M. The American Politician: Inaugural and Annual 
Messages of the Presidents, State Papers, Statistical Tables, 
and Biographical Notices of Distinguished Characters. 
sth ed. I842. 
Stanwood, E. History of Presidential Elections. I884. 
Sumner, W. G. What Social Classes Owe to Each Other. 
I883. 
Walker, F. A. International Bimetallism. I896. 
White, Horace. Money and Banking. I 896. 
Windisch, E. A Concise Irish Grammar. I882. 
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Wyckoff, W. A. The Workers. 1897. And fourteen other 
volumes of standard English and American literature, all 
of which constitutes a substantial addition to the Library's 
Sections on economics and belles-lettres." 
Since the issue of the last BULLETIN Professor Johnson's 
Manual of English and of American Literature has appeared. 
It is a handsome volume, judicious in characterization and 
selection, and has in addition the somewhat rare distinction in 
such a manual of being interesting. 
On the 21st of April, President Smith read before the 
History Teachers' Association of Boston, at the Quincy House, 
Boston,a paper on "The Imagination of the Student, the Friend 
and the Foe of the Teacher." 
At the meeting of the American Social Science Associa-
tion at Washington in May, Mr. Charles Dudley Warner deliv-
ered the Presidential address on "The Problem of the Negro." 
His thorough and philosophical discussion of the subject has re-
ceived the most generous praise. At the same meeting Colonel 
Greene, read a highly commended paper on "An Ideal Cur-
rency," outlining a system at once sound and elastic. 
We are indebted to Mr. P. H. Woodward, our Trustee and 
the Secretary of the Hartford Board of Trade for a copy of his 
Annual Report. This report is a complete statement of every 
phase of progress in Hartford during the year under discussion. 
Mr. Woodward emphasizes as an important event the erection 
of the new Hall of Natural History of Trinity College, and 
dwells upon the important mutual relations of such a college 
and its city. 
The Trinity alumnus, who graduated at the old college on 
the Capitol Grounds, may well feel a little bewilderment when 
asked to recognize the new college as one with the old. To aid 
him in the recognition the two gate posts of brown stone, 
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marked T. C., were brought several years ago from the place 
on the Capitol Grounds, where they had so long been lying 
neglected. Mr. E. P. Taylor, Jr., of the class of 1900, has now 
received from their owner, his grandfather, Mr. Charles L. Lin-
coln, and given to the President tor the college the two iron 
gates which hung between them. The class has generously 
given twenty-five dollars for the setting of the gates and towards 
the much needed improvement of the approach to the college. 
The inscription, "Trinity College, No Admittance on Sun-
days" may need modification. With this change the gates 
will still be a reminder that though changed in situation, greater, 
richer, and we trust better, it is the same Alma Mater. 
A final word about the BULLETIN. Its editor is greatly 
indebted to the alumni and friends of the college, who have so 
kindly overlooked the short comings of the Lists, inevitable 
under the circumstances under which they were prepared. A 
number of letters of kindly appreciation have been received. 
The last is from George Pratt Ingersoll of '83, who writes 
on June 15th: 
" I am in receipt of The Trinity College Bulletin, which I 
think is a most excellent publication and one which will be of 
great help to the college. The longer I live the more grateful 
I am to Trinity for its influence on my life, and I am glad to 
think that in a few years, if health allows, my boy will be en-
rolled on its list of students." 
A kind note has been received from Prof. Frank W. 
Nicolson, of Wesleyan University. The idea of the Alpha-
betical List was taken from an admirable list prepared by him, 
as Secretary of the Faculty of Wesleyan University. For the 
idea of a list according to residence the BULLETIN' is indebted 
to the Amherst Library Bulletin. 
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Mr. George E. Beers of '86, Mr. George T. Macauley of 
'90, and Mr. John K. Clement of 1900, are entitled to special 
thanks for information regarding addresses. 
The Alumni are reminded of the invitation to them to send 
postal cards, noting changes of address or any other news con-
cerning themseives or their college friends. 
Class Secretaries can cooperate efficiently with the editor 
of a College Bulletin. The members of many classes of Trinity 
College do not know who the secretaries of their classes are. 
It is desirable that the class secretary should be in all cases and 
in all respects alive. United classes are the units of a college 
united for great achievement. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

TRINITY COLLEGE. 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
This College was chartered by the state of Connecticut in 
1823. Its first class was graduated in 1827. It was founded 
by Episcopalians under the leadership of the Right Rev. 
Thomas Church Brownell and has been fostered especially by 
members of that Communion, but it is governed by a self-per-
petuating Board of Trustees not under ecclesiastical control. 
While attached to the interests of its church, it is not sectarian. 
It has included among its students men of every faith. It is a 
generously equipped secular institution, religious in spirit and 
motives, but not ecclesiastical. It gives its advantages to all 
properly qualified candidates irrespective of religious affiliations. 
THE CORPS OF INSTRUCTION. 
It has eleven professors, five lecturers, seven instructors 
and a librarian. They are Rev. George Williamson Smith, D. 
D., LL. D., President and Hobart Professor of Metaphysics; 
Rev. Thomas Ruggles Pynchon, D. D., LL. D., Brownell 
Profe~sor of Moral Philosophy; Rev. Flavel Sweeten Luther, 
Ph. D., Seabury Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy; 
Rev. Henry Ferguson, M. A., Northam Professor of History 
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and Political Science; Charles Frederick Johnson, M. A., L.H. 
D., Professor of English Literature; Rev. John James McCook, 
M. A., Professor of Modern Languages; William Lispenard 
Robb, Ph. D. Berlin, Professor of Physics; Robert Baird Riggs, 
Ph. D . Gottingen, Professor of Chemistry; Winfred Robert 
Martin, Ph. D. Tubingen, Professor of Oriental and Modern 
Languages; Frank Cole Babbitt, Ph. D. Harvard, Professor of 
the Greek Language and Literature; the Hon. William Hamer-
sley, LL. D., Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of Errors 
of Connecticut, Lecturer on Law; Charles Dudley Warner, L. 
H. D., D. C. L. , Lecturer on English Literature; Charles 
Coffing Beach, M. D., Lecturer on Hygiene; William Denison 
Morgan, M. A., M. D., Lecturer on Anatomy and Physiology; 
Frederick Robertson Honey, Ph. B., Instructor in Drawing and 
Descriptive Geometry; William Harry Chichele Pynchon, M.A. 
Harvard, Instructor in Natural Science; Rev. Joel Foote Bing-
ham, D. D., L. H. D., Lecturer on Italian Literature; Waldo 
Selden Pratt, M. A., Mus. D., Prpfessor in the Hartford Theo-
logical Seminary, Instructor in Elocution; Stanley Simonds, 
Ph. D . Johns-Hopkinto, Instructor in charge of the Department 
of Latin; Henry Jones Blakeslee, B. S., Assistant in the Physi-
cal Laboratory; Charles Whitney Mixter, Ph. D. Harvard, 
Assistant in the Department of History and Political Science; 
Harold Loomis Cleasby, B. A., Assistant in Classics; William 
Newnham Carlton, Librarian; George Bernhardt Velte, Instruc-
tor in the Gymnasium. 
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION. 
The College offers four courses of instruction, viz. : I. A 
COURSE IN ARTS. II. A COURSE IN LETTERS AND SCIENCE. 
IlL A COURSE IN SCIENCE. IV. A COURSE IN LETTERS. 
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The courses extend over four years with the exception of 
the Course in Science, which is completed in three years. After 
1900 it is proposed that the Course in Science shall also be one 
of four years. Students completing the Course in Arts receive 
the degree of Bachelor of Arts. Students completing the 
Course in Letters and Science or the Course in Science receive 
the degree of Bachelor of Science, and those completing the 
Course in Letters receive the degree of Bachelor of Letters. 
Students who do not propose to pursue all the studies of 
any of the regular courses may be permitted, under the name 
of Special Students, to attend any class in such studies as upon 
examination they are found qualified to pursue. Upon honor-
able dismissal, they are entitled to a certificate from the Presi-
dent, stating the studies which they have pursued. In certain 
departments the college offers also instruction for graduate 
students. 
The departments of instruction in the college number 
twenty-four,including eighty-two elective and voluntary courses. 
THE PRINCIPLE OF INSTRUCTION. 
The number of the teaching force large relatively to the 
number of those to.ught admits of a close relation between in-
structors and students. Each student is held accountable for 
his work every day and receives personal encouragement and 
guidance in a degree impossible where the number of the taught 
is greater. Practical research and laboratory methods are ap-
plied whenever possible. 
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THE LIBRARY. 
The College Library numbering 40,000 volumes is under 
the superintendence of a professional librarian, who guides the 
students in the use of books. They have also at their com-
mand the Watkinson Reference Library of so,ooo volumes, the 
Library of the Connecticut Historical Society, and the Hart-
ford Public Library with its well stocked reading rooms. 
LABORATORIES AND OBSERVATORY. 
The Jarvis Physical Laboratory contains in addition to the 
lecture and apparattts rooms, a large laboratory for work in the 
elementary courses, a reference library and several smaller 
laboratories adapted and devoted to advanced work of a special 
character. The laboratory has a very complete equipment for 
work in all the branches of Physics. Special attention has been 
given to making the facilities for work in electricity as complete 
as possible. The department is provided with standard appa-
ratus for electrical measurements, and has a work shop, steam 
engine, and direct current and polyphase alternating current 
generators for its special use. The Jarvis Chemical Laboratory 
is well equipped for work in general experimental and organic 
chemistry, in qualitative and quantitative analysis, and in 
assaying and gas-analysis. The main laboratory has desk 
space for thirty students working at one time. This room is 
devoted to work in general experimental chemistry and quali-
tative analysis. For work in quantitative analysis and organic 
chemistry separate laboratories are provided and properly 
equipped. A room set apart for assaying is fitted up with 
suitable furnaces and other necessary material. 
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The new Hall of Natural History contains Biological, 
Botanical, Geological and Mineralogical Laboratories provided 
with every modern equipment. 
The Observatory contains a six and a half inch refractor, 
a tw9 and a half inch transit, a standard clock, a chronograph, 
a smaller refractor, a portable transit, a sextant, and con-
veniences for the simpler work in astronomical photography. 
GYMNASIUM AND ATHLETIC FIELD. 
A Gymnasium is supplied with the best apparatus, in the 
use of which the students are trained by a special instructor. 
An Athletic Field on the college grounds is to be extended 
and'perfected at an expense of $10,000, contributed by friends 
and alumni of the College. 
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS AND PRIZES. 
The Russell Fellowship yielding about $400, is awarded 
biennially to a member of the graduating class of superi.or ability 
who engages to pursue an approved course of graduate study 
at Trinity!College or at some foreign university. The Holland 
Scholarships, each having an annual value of $6oo are awarded 
to the.students attaining the highest rank in the Junior, Sopho-
more, and Freshman classes respectively. Prizes of the aggre-
gate value of $490 are awarded in the several departments. 
EXPENSES. 
The amount of the Treasurer's bills each year varies from 
$177.50 to $242.50. Board can be obtained at $3.50 a week 
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and upwards, making the cost of board for thirty-seven weeks 
at the lowest rate $1 29.50. The amount of the Treasurer's bills 
can be reduced to holders of beneficiary scholarships of which 
there are more than fifty. 
SITUATION. 
The buildings of the College are situated on a site com-
manding beautiful views in the south part of Hartford, itself one 
of the most beautiful cities of New England. The largest of 
the buildings more than 6oo feet in length, intended to form the 
west side of a great quadrangle, is of stone in the English Secular 
Gothic style and is one of the most notable collegiate buildings 
of the country. The Jarvis Laboratories, the Hall of Nat ural 
History and the Gymnasium are tasteful and commodious 
structures of brick. Four of the College Fraternities have 
special Chapter Houses. For catalogues apply to the Presi-
dent or to the Secretary of the Faculty. 
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Trinity College Photographs. 
. I have photographs 6 Yz x 8 Yz in. and 5 x 7 in. of 
all the buildings, exteriors and interiors, besides other 
vtews. 
Price of the larger size, singly $.40, $4.25 per dozen, 
of the smaller, singly $.30, $3.00 per dozen, sent post-
paid. Write for list. 
JOHN W. WALKER, 
3 JARVIS HALL, 
TRINITY COLLEGE, HARTFORD. 
R. S. Peck 6 Co. 
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